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The material in this book has not been submitted to or approved 
by any U.S. intelligence agency. If anything is discovered that is 
considered by your agency to be classified, notify the publisher.  

 

 

 

  

The Secret of the Blue 
Planet Project Books 

The Blue Planet Project Book was 

shrouded in mystery. If you haven’t 

read it yet, it is available at: 

http://www.blue-planet-project.com/  

It was claimed that it was from the 

notebooks of a government scientist 

who was contracted by the 

government, over several years, to 

visit alien crash sites, interrogate 

captured aliens as well as analyze all data obtained from government sources.  

And then when the government realized either that he had in his possession these 

notes, and/or that he was going to reveal this information to the public, he 

supposedly went into hiding out of the country as soon as he realized he was in 

grave danger. 

It was also stated that he was involved in these alien and UFO investigations for 

over 33 years and went into hiding in 1990. 

The author’s English was a little rough and the spelling wasn’t too good. This led 

several readers to comment that it couldn’t have been written by a scientist, it 

just didn’t have the scientific polish. 

And some have commented that it must be for real, as no one could have an 

imagination good enough to invent all this stuff. 

http://www.blue-planet-project.com/
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Skeptoid claimed that the Blue Planet Project is: “An organized research 

project to catalog our knowledge of alien life and extraterrestrial civilization. The 

Blue Planet Project (not to be confused with Project Blue Beam, or the Project 

Blue Book) is nothing less than an Alien Technical Manual that serves as an 

encyclopedia of what we know about alien races, weapons, technology and plans. 

Supposedly written by UFO expert and scientist Jefferson Souza, the Blue 

Planet Project made waves among the UFO community for its level of detail and 

commitment to disseminating forbidden knowledge.” 

Well, I’m here today to tell you that I have irrefutable proof that the basis of this 

story is true, while many of the smaller details need to be corrected. And after 

you read what I have discovered, you will surely agree with me that it is a true 

story that’s even more bizarre then the original version! 

Could it be that the information in the Blue Planet Project was the basis for 

many of the books and articles written by UFOlogists? Is this where much this 

information originated?   

What about what we heard over the years about government cover-ups, false 

flags, surveillance, and even CIA assassinations that we just couldn’t believe at the 

time, but now we are starting to realize that they are most likely true? 

And the science fiction of years ago that seemed so way out that it was silly to 

even consider such a thing as being possible, such as Man going to the Moon or 

even Mars, particle beam weapons, SDI, aliens actually on our planet, and now 

they are becoming a part of our world! 

Whenever we get ahold of information such as is revealed in this Blue Planet 

Project Book, we must consider not only is it real or not, but also why it was 

released. 

Is it fiction, fiction written around some basic facts, or fiction released by the 

government as disinformation to throw some people off the track of what is 

really happening? Or is it real and a government employee wanted to reveal to 

the public what the government was actually up to? 

Paul Bennewitz was anonymously given some tapes by what appears to be a 

government agent involved in disinformation on such things as Majestic 12. Now 

either they were similar to what was really going but not the whole truth to send 
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everyone off on the wrong path or the government may just have been using him 

to spread some actual information so the public gets more used to the idea that 

there are actually aliens involved in our affairs. 

I believe that Mr. Bennewitz actually did stumble upon and record some 

transmissions that really did originate from UFOs or were top secret 

communications involving the military in a secret project or a combination of 

both. Bennewitz was no dummy, He was very savvy when it came to electronics 

and communications. 

The government went to a lot of trouble to make him look foolish and to drive 

him crazy and they finally succeeded in confining him and giving him shock 

treatments. If he was just some harmless nut, would the government really care 

and waste their time with him? 

This has been the government’s most effective trick over the years, to get the 

public to laugh at you if you mention seeing a UFO or even believing in them. And 

it has really worked! How many folks who have witnessed something bizarre in 

the sky will never say a word for fear of being ridiculed and maybe even losing 

their job or their standing in the community? 

I heard that the founder of the Enquirer tabloid originally worked for the CIA and 

that they funded the money for him to start it. One of the goals was to run 

ridiculous exaggerated articles and pictures on aliens and UFOs in order to treat 

the subject with ridicule so that most mainline newspapers wouldn’t touch the 

subject for fear of being compared to the Enquirer. 
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How did Gil become involved in this Blue Planet 
Project strangeness? 

I must tell you that up until 2013 I had never published a book on aliens and 

UFOs. But this was a subject that had always fascinated me. Just like you, I read 

everything I could get my hands on to find out what was really going on, but most 

of the available books just didn’t seem to reveal enough about what was really 

happening. 

I spent most of my life in marketing. First creating direct marketing companies, 

then as a marketing consultant and finally full time in the publishing business, 

writing and publishing books on marketing, copywriting and book writing. 

Then in September of 2013, all this changed. As an Amazon book dealer, I 

received an email from Amazon notifying me that a book called “The Blue Planet 

Project” was no longer available and that there were a large number of potential 

customers looking for it, and that I should try to locate any of these books that I 

could find. 

I had never heard of it before, but it intrigued me. And soon I was pulled into this 

mystery. My research revealed many contradicting stories: Strange, cryptic 

postings in chatrooms; Copies of hard-to-read parts of the book posted on 

websites; and an eBook being sold, but had many reviews warning of the hard-to-

read quality of it. 

I did find the listing on Amazon for a copy of the book in print. It was being sold 

by a print-on-demand publisher, but was no longer available. It started selling on 

2/25/13 and ended about six months later. The information was sparse. Rather 

cryptic explanations as to why the author was listed as “anonymous” and why no 

one was taking credit for it. 

I did finally manage to get a copy of the original and complete manuscript and 

arranged to get the legal rights to publish it in book format, registered the ISBN 

number and started selling it on Amazon. There was a great response from 

followers who thought they would never be able to obtain a copy. 
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Then in December of 2013 (about three months after Amazon encouraged me to 

bring it out again) I get an email from Amazon, they (or someone) seemed to be 

unhappy with it being sold again (very interesting!) They mentioned some reason 

which really didn’t apply and said they were banning me from selling the book. If I 

had done something wrong or went afoul of their policies, they would have 

banned me from selling on Amazon, instead they just banned me from selling this 

one book! Such a strange world! 

Fortunately, I had already created the website www.blue-planet-project.com/ 

and the Blue Planet Project was selling there. Then less a year later I was able to 

sell Blue Planet Project on Amazon again. 

Did I ever consider that maybe the Blue Planet Project had a black cloud hanging 

over it and that maybe there were organizations that didn’t want it being made 

available to the public? Yes, every day! 

But I was intrigued about being a part of something with such powerful 

information and an almost cult-like following of readers who were very 

appreciative. I remember a reader in Australia who emailed me that he and his 

group of friends were amazed that I was able to get away with publishing it, that 

people have been shot for less. (Wait until he reads what I revealed about 

Australia’s Pine Gap Base in one of my newest books: “Alien Underground 

Bases”). It can be seen here: 

http://www.blue-planet-project.com/Alien-Underground-Bases.html 

Last year, a customer who was very grateful to have finally obtained a copy of the 

Blue Planet Project, explained to me that he was a UFO researcher and a few 

years ago he was searching for the Blue Planet Project he had heard so much 

about. As he attended many of the UFO conferences and was acquainted with 

most of the speakers, he asked one of the top UFOlogists there if he knew where 

he could get a copy of the Blue Planet Project and was told that he shouldn’t even 

mention that book, it was too dangerous. And then he noticed, on several 

occasions afterwards, that he was being followed. Very bizarre! 

And then there’s the reader who said that Blue Planet Project was so revealing 

that he almost felt it was illegal for him to be reading it! Several said they were 

glad to get their books before I got shot. Encouraging, right? 

http://www.blue-planet-project.com/
http://www.blue-planet-project.com/Alien-Underground-Bases.html
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But I was hooked. I put all my other business interests on hold and devoted full 

time to the Blue Planet Project. And then writing books that expanded on the 

themes mentioned in the Blue Planet Project, such as Dulce Base and Remote 

Viewing Aliens. This book is Number nine in the Blue Planet Project series. 

 

ARE the MEN IN BLACK MORE COMMON THAN WE HAVE REALIZED? 
 

Maybe The Blue Planet Project really is a hot potato! 

Here’s an old news clipping I found online of an incident which maybe gave 
Jefferson reason to be cautious:  

RESEARCHER BEATEN UP BY MIB/CIA -- MAY 1990 

Researcher Jefferson Souza [Vegan - Ummo Contactee] arrived at a UFO 

Conference in May of 1990 bearing information that included data about which 

corporations were producing helicopters with gravity assist, as well as information 

about their use in cattle mutilations. Four men appearing like classical MIB (Men In 

Black), took the documents, and threw him back on a plane to New York. It may 

well be that CIA/Delta/NRO involvement in the mutilations might be more 

significant than supposed.  
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And from a posting online: 
The original Blue Planet Project Notebooks were handwritten by their owner at 

the First International UFO Congress held in Tucson Arizona held from May 3rd 

thru the 7th in 1991. The notebooks were grey Composition Graph Notebooks 

with sketches, diagrams, formulas, charts and information about Extraterrestrial 

data collected from various sites around the world.  

 

More on the International UFO Congress 

 
The Congress was founded by Lt Colonel Wendelle Stevens, retired US Air Force 

pilot turned UFO investigator and researcher. Lt Col Stevens was assigned to 

Wright Field in 1946, and his research on UFO’s began there with all of the 

information about the Roswell crash in 1947. 

Lt Col Stevens was assisted with his Hosting duties at the Conference by his good 

friend Command Sergeant Major (ret.) Robert O. Dean, who claims he saw a 

"Cosmic Top Secret" briefing document on UFOs when he worked on the 

General Staff at SHAPE (Strategic Headquarters, Allied Powers Europe) in the 

mid-1960s.  

The Conference theme was: Extraterrestrials Are Visiting Earth. 

Could the two mentioned above (Stevens and Dean), have been responsible for 

passing info to Jefferson Souza? 
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A Closer Look at The Blue Planet Project Author 

Since my involvement with the Blue Planet 

Project beginning in September of 2013, I have 

attempted to revive and fulfil a demand for what 

may be considered a cult classic as well as an 

amazing revelation and exploration into the 

world of aliens, UFOs and government 

involvement with them. 

As a publisher, I worked at my task of making 

this book available to the public, all the while 

there was a swirl of confusion around me. So 

many rumors and questions kept popping up. Even folks posing as Jefferson Souza 

online for whatever reason. 

As I kept trying to find answers, and people warned me not get involved with it, I 

knew the truth had to come out. Was Jefferson Souza the actual author? (I 

assumed from the beginning he was, but had limited evidence). 

Was he really a government employee who had turned whistle-blower? Was he 

still alive or had a government agency finally succeeded in terminating him? Or 

maybe (this seemed the logical conclusion to me) he was still hiding out in some 

foreign country? I always figured I would be in touch with him some day. 

Well that day did finally arrive, I’ve been in touch first with his representative, J.C. 

and then with the real Jefferson Souza! Some of what I’ve learned may surprise 

you. Are you ready for it? 

But first I must clarify a few things: My involvement in this is strictly as a reporter. 

It is not my endeavor to promote, defend or condemn the actions, efforts or 

activities of those I have been in contact with. It’s too easy to automatically 

condemn the actions of the government without knowing all the facts, just as you 

shouldn’t believe all the evidence the government presents against an individual 

without examining it closely and hearing the other side of the story. 

   

Gil Carlson, Blue Planet Project Publisher 
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The residence of Blue Planet Project author Jefferson Souza 

Jefferson Souza has been Found! 

In June of 2014 I received the first of many emails from someone I refer to as J.C., 

He introduced himself as a friend of Jefferson Souza who was helping him handle 

some of his financial and legal affairs. 

Thus began a lengthy communication back and forth as he explained what really 

happened to Jefferson and he was able to answer many of the questions that I 

had. I’m sure that you too will also find this information to be very intriguing. 

On the next dozen or so pages I’m going reproduce information from these 

emails, they have been shortened by dropping anything irrelevant or personal, but 

everything important has been retained. So let us begin: 

The J.C. Emails 

Email from J.C. 7/9/2014 

Jefferson is 55 years old and has been in a US Federal Prison under a 

false name since 1996. He has written many books over the past 18 years 

but he is unable to get the information out. It is a long and bizarre story but 
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basically, the US refuses to correct his identity so that he can be released 

back to Brazil even after the Brazilian Consulate has confirmed his identity. 

They do not want him released for many reasons.  

I know this for a fact because I was in two prisons with him and I am the 

one who personally found and contacted his family in Brazil after they 

thought that he was dead. The US refused to inform his family of where he 

was for 18 years and they still refuse to correct his identity so they don’t 

have to release him.  

Believe it or not but I have proof. Don’t bother to respond if you are afraid of 

having the US government reading your letters to and from Jefferson. 

Thanks, J.C. 

 

Email from J.C. 7/9/2014 

Hello Gil, 

You may be suspicious of my story and I am doubtful that you will contact 

him when you understand that the Feds do not want him released. I say 

this from experience with two other UFO bigwigs who were all into the story 

until they realized that they would be closely monitored by the Feds if 

they started writing to him. They never did gain the courage to write to him 

and I wasted weeks explaining things just as I have spent years trying to 

get him identified and released to Brazil. 

I don’t fear the Feds myself because they already know and hate me 

because I blatantly inform the public of their unending corruption. They like 

to pretend that they are upholding "Justice" when their entire system is 

based on lies and corruption. From the day that I was arrested by them, I 

have never heard a "Justice" official tell the truth. 

 Jefferson was traveling the world doing his UFO studies, speeches, etc. 

and he used his early programming skills to break into various defense 

databases and got information and photos. He was a very early version of 

WikiLeaks for UFO content. 
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His travels and interests in computers, hacking, etc. cost a lot of money 

and granted, he committed crimes to get money etc. and he used false 

identities for some of this. He had several run-ins with the Feds over the 

years but they always let him go. 

In 96, they arrested him on highly dubious kidnapping charges when they 

claimed that he kidnapped a 16-year-old boy on a greyhound bus?? He 

was carrying a Venezuelan passport at the time under the name of a 

Venezuelan military officer. 

Venezuela had issued him that real passport for some service that he was 

performing for them which I am not sure of. Read between the lines and I 

think he was spying for Venezuela while doing the UFO hacking in the US. 

He doesn’t admit to the spying but it is the only thing that makes sense. 

Of course, the Feds couldn’t win in his first trial when the jury wouldn’t 

unanimously say that he was guilty of kidnapping a teenager on and public 

bus so they arranged to have him beaten and raped while in a locked 

protective custody cell on the night before his second trial. The Federal 

judge refused to delay that trial and he appeared there doped up from the 

pain and in a wheelchair. 

They won that case when he couldn’t testify. A complete corrupt Federal 

trial that was allowed by a Federal judge. They locked him up for 26 years 

under the false Venezuelan name even after he informed them of his true 

identity and country.   

I met him in prison and heard this crazy story and took it with a grain of 

salt. I also spent days and days reading his writings and looking at his UFO 

drawings. When I got out, he asked me to see if I could help him and I 

decided to use the internet to verify what he had told me. Very quickly, I 

was reading UFO writings online from Jefferson de Souza which read 

exactly like the ones that he had handwritten in prison. I knew that it was 

the same author. I also was finding that Jefferson disappeared in the mid-

90s exactly when he was locked up.  

I then thought it would be an easy matter to correct his identity but after 

years of trying to do it, I started seeing that they did not want him released 

even if it was directly to Brazil. Not only do the Feds not like what he was 
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discovering about their files, they now have to cover up the attack that they 

arranged on him in order to get his conviction. 

They let his Brazilian family believe that he was dead for 18 years because 

they know that his family can request that he be transferred to Brazil to 

finish his sentence and the Feds know that if he gets to Brazil, they will 

immediately release him because of the sham trial. When he gets released, 

they know that he will sue the US for all of this and this story will get out 

causing untold problems. The US Justice Dept. wants to pretend that they 

are pure and incorruptible and they do not want this story out.   

I finally succeeded in finding his family on Facebook and informed them of 

all this and they are now trying to get him released to Brazil but of course 

the Feds refuse. As I said, the Brazilian Consulate has confirmed his 

identity and requested a photo from the Justice Dept. for his new passport 

and the Feds won’t give them one. They know that once they give up the 

photo, there is no stopping his release to Brazil and this story getting out 

through lawsuits and media. They insist that he is Venezuelan even after 

Venezuela and Brazil have informed the US of the truth. 

Jefferson has a lot of information both in his head and hand written about 

what he had discovered from his hacking. They sometimes raid his cell and 

remove years of hand written books but some things he does not write 

down. Jefferson is not a normal person, he is a person who the US wants 

kept silent and unidentified and they have found a way to accomplish that 

so far. They do not take kindly to my efforts and they will not of yours if your 

dare to either find out things they don’t like or decide to help this poor man. 

  

Email from J.C. 7/18/14 

 

The picture in this YouTube video is the real Jefferson de Souza. You will 

see by my post on there that I am trying to track down who posted that 

video and where they got that authentic Jefferson picture of him in his 

prison t shirt and government issued eyeglasses. 
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Email from J.C. 6/22/15 
Hello, 

Do as you will as we are trying anything and everything now. The roadblock is 

always that people really cannot believe that their government is this corrupt 

unless they have dealt with them directly themselves. 

The Consulate has now issued him a new, valid Brazilian passport and yet as you 

see, the Feds refuse to truly identify him on the BOP database. They are terrified 

of him getting enough help to be released, start publicizing their corruption first 

hand and suing them all from Brazil. 

I have created a new blog to point people to. Copy and paste whatever you can 

use or just link to it. If you know people with money who truly hate what has 

happened, there is no better investment than to donate to Jefferson as he 

can truly use anything from stamp money to lawyer fees.   

 

Email from J.C. 7/2/15 
Hello Gil, 

I recently looked at your updates on your website and thank you on behalf of 

Jefferson for your attention. I have personally taken great care in that blog to link 

people directly to the government’s own ridiculous court documents, newspaper 

articles from the time of Jefferson’s trials, as well as providing Jefferson’s direct 

mailing address as Richard Romero. I did these things so that people do not have 

to take my word for anything. I don't know of any way further to be as 

straightforward as possible. 

I would ask you and your readers to consider a few basic questions. Why is the 

US government still listing Jefferson de Souza as Richard Romero, the Venezuelan 

military officer, even after the Brazilian Consulate has confirmed and issued him a 

new, valid, Brazilian passport? 

How did a gang of thugs just happen to be running loose in a Protective Custody 

wing of a major US jail, let alone have a locked cell door opened for them, on the 

night before Jefferson’s second trial? That alone is impossible without direct 

assistance and instruction by jail staff and higher. 
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Why was Jefferson suddenly transferred from a Federal Medical 

Center near Boston to a private prison contractor prison, GEO, in South 

Carolina when it became clear that we were making progress in truly identifying 

him? Why would the US government refuse to identify this man or even inform 

his family in Brazil of his whereabouts for almost two decades?  

These basic questions as well has many others go unanswered because the real 

answer is obvious, the US government wanted this man locked up and 

hidden away for decades and they did whatever was necessary to accomplish that. 

They point to his UFO background and writings as reasons to tell people to 

doubt everything that he says which of course helps in their cover-ups. 

These are the same people and agencies that for decades told everyone that 

Richard Romero was a crazy, lying, UFO nut who was making up the claim that he 

was the Brazilian citizen named Jefferson de Souza. Who was lying in that 

situation and who has lost all credibility in all of their statements and actions? The 

liar was clearly not Jefferson; it was the US government.   

   

Email from J.C. 7/2/15 
Any help of course is appreciated but that one topic is a very sore subject. Their 

largest tactic against their enemies is the, "they are all crazy liars," and they use it 

very effectively against UFO witnesses as well as anyone who they deem cross 

their purposes.  

Jefferson is well aware of the dangerous situation that he is in with this new blog 

and we are both well aware that they know who created it. I got 

Jefferson’s specific approval for that blog before it was created for these exact 

reasons but I had run out of ideas to assist him without the blog. It took years for 

me to get him identified and to find his family without that blog. Even now, people 

cannot believe that their government would do such a thing. 

They are brainwashed to believe in their justice system until they have to 

confront it themselves. I find people who swear to me that this story is impossible 

simply because the US government would never imprison someone who was 

unidentified for 20 years. They swear that this is impossible even as they are 

looking at it happening today with Romero/Jefferson. 
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Most of the major UFO guys that I have dealt with on Jefferson’s behalf have run 

for the hills when it sinks in that they are really going to be dealing with the Feds 

if they get involved. I see now how the Feds can force silence on the UFO issue 

and any other. At least with the blog, people have the choice to deal with 

Jefferson directly or to remain anonymous and deal with me on his behalf. I spent 

four years as a US Army Infantryman so I know what the real US government is 

supposed to be.  

Any help with linking his blog into Brazil would be helpful as I now believe that 

that is what can get him released to Brazil. If the population and political class in 

Brazil could hear this story, they would be up in arms until his return   

 

Email from J.C. 7/15/15 
Gil, 

To give you an idea about Jefferson’s personality and how his work could have 

been used by others, think of a modern Tesla. I am not saying that Jefferson is on 

the Tesla intelligence level of course as I doubt that any human has ever been but 

Tesla was robbed of millions by Morgan, Edison, Westinghouse, etc. Jefferson’s 

mind goes a million miles an hour and he produces pages and pages of notes and 

drawings but his world and business sense is terrible. He is very hard to keep 

focused as he is extremely intelligent. That is what made me start to take him 

seriously when I first met him and heard his stories, he was simply much different 

than any other inmate. It wasn’t until I got out and got on the internet that I 

discovered why he was so different, he was telling the truth and the government 

was railroading and hiding him.  

Jefferson has had many handwritten books taken from his cell and never returned. 

He has lost dozens of complete books over the past twenty years because they 

raid his cell and take them and never return them but he just starts over and 

writes more. I will attach the handwritten page that I told you about and you will 

recognize his writing immediately. No one else has ever seen this page. (you can 

see it on page 52) 
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Email from J.C. 9/6/15 
There is something very unusual about Jefferson and it seems that no one has 

ever totally figured him out. You will see stories singing his praises and you will 

find stories of people saying that he is a fake but even those stories describe very 

strange occurrences. Tom recounts a story where Jefferson was beaten and 

injured by unknown men or a car crash in New Mexico, he never knew which, 

and Tom personally saw a very large cut on the back of Jefferson’s neck. A few 

days later, Jefferson flew to Toronto and Tom reexamined his neck and found no 

cut and no scar. 

Tom is a very nice guy and if he isn't answering my emails then something is really 

wrong. He loves to discuss Jefferson and his past exploits and was ecstatic when 

I informed him where Jefferson was. 

There are many stories like this even from people claiming that he is fake, 

especially the ones from when he was in Spain. I can only claim that there is 

something very unusual about Jefferson and he knows things that he really 

shouldn't know. 

The one thing that always jumps out to me and seems to always be overlooked is 

the money. This guy never had a job and yet he always had the latest computer 

technology and he traveled the entire world?? How? Some of the stories claim 

that he was employed by the CIA to spread misinformation about UFOs but I 

believe that what he says is more accurate. I do believe that he was a spy but I 

believe he was spying and being paid out of South America and was gathering 

information the US Feds didn't like him gathering. He was arrested with a valid 

Venezuelan military officer’s passport with Jefferson’s picture and fingerprint on it. 

I saw that with my own eyes.  
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Email from J.C. 9/7/15 
I just now received an email reply from Tom. He is better.  

I just received a letter that came on Saturday from Jefferson and another UFO guy 

named Mike Cristol just wrote him that the internet is blowing up about Blue 

Planet again.  

  

Email from J.C. 9/12/15 
Gil, 

Received a letter from Jefferson today. Apparently one of the big UFO guys in 

Brazil has been writing to him. He runs a big UFO website and group in Brazil and 

he wants to work with Jefferson when he gets back there 

 

Email from J.C. 9/17/20 
One of their pathetic ploys to keep him hidden is to interrupt his mail. You will 

soon find out that they have a manic desire to keep this guy hidden but they have 

already failed. Once Brazil confirmed him and issued him that passport, even 

though they had to go around the Feds roadblocks, he has been gaining support. 

They recently handed him dozens of letters from around the world of people 

offering him support and even trying to mail him items and money. 

This government and all of its agencies seem hell bent on causing this one guy as 

many problems as possible and it cannot always be coincidental. They do not 

seem happy enough by rigging a trial to imprison him for 26 years, they have to 

torment him as well. Those bastards are sick in the head. I do not know for sure 

what it is that he had found or seen in their databases and I am not even sure that 

he knows exactly why they hate him so much but something has caused all of this. 

The US is simply a gigantic business which is in the business of making money and 

it responds in a knee jerk fashion to any perceived threat to its hidden agendas. 

They need their image to be the world’s example of Justice and Fairness and Law 

and Compassion and on and on with their bullshit and they attack anyone who 

wants to tell the world of their real corruption. 
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What is more corrupt than imprisoning a guy for 26 years under a false name and 

letting his family think that he is dead? They actually thought that they gave him a 

life sentence because without a valid passport and country accepting him back, he 

could never be released. I kind of blew that plan out of the water for them as 

Brazil now knows about him and he is becoming more and more famous again.  

The US military routinely goes into other countries, without their permission, and 

performs whatever missions they are told to do. That is why I call VA disability 

payments, bribe money and not medical payments. They bribe veterans to keep 

quiet if they want to get paid. 

I can see how someone wanting to report a UFO could be immediately targeted 

for threats or charges of insanity if these bastards want to keep them quiet. That 

is exactly what they have done to Jefferson for almost 20 years. 

 

Email from J.C. 10/13/15  
Gil, 

Received a letter from Jefferson and he did get the books that you sent. You 

should be getting a letter from him soon. They raided his cell and took back a lot 

of the letters that he had from supporters because so many letters were a "fire 

hazard." He didn't even get a chance to answer them all. You know what I am 

going to say to that! 

 

Email from J.C. 10/20/15 
Gil, 

Why is he still listed on the Federal inmate look up as Richard Romero when he 

has a brand new Brazilian passport telling the Feds that he is Jefferson??? Why 

would the Feds choose to list him falsely?  

These FACTS go on and on if anyone wants to research them but they keep 

saying it is fake or that I work for the Feds trying to entrap UFO people who 

know too much!! This is exactly what I have been dealing with for years with 

them.  
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Email from J.C. 10/20/15 
Gil, 

I just forwarded you an email showing two things. First, you see the email from 

the Atlanta Consulate CONFIRMING that he is Jefferson Borba de Souza. 

Second, you see my email informing the BOP about his true identity. 

About six months after that email was sent, and after endless roadblocks about 

getting a photo of Jefferson for the passport, the Brazilian Consulate in Atlanta 

provided the BOP a new, valid, Brazilian passport for Jefferson de Souza. 

These are all provable FACTS. 

 

Email from J.C. 10/26/15 
Gil, 

Now you see what I have been saying and writing about. You have to look back 

20 years to make any sense of this at all and you will see that they want to keep 

this guy locked away. He found/saw something that they do not ever want him 

discussing so someone with a lot of pull came up with this plan. 

Not only did they effectively convict a man while he was doped up in court which 

is of course illegal. They purposely listed him under an alias name and 

nationality for only one reason. It was supposed to be a life sentence. An illegal 

alien has to be accepted by their home country after their sentence in order for 

the US to release him. 

There are many Cubans still in Federal prisons long after their sentences because 

Cuba will not accept them back. Venezuela has told the US many times that he is 

not Venezuelan and that they will never accept his release as Richard Romero, 

their military officer. 

The Feds knew that by not informing his family that he was alive and by telling 

everyone that he corresponded with that he was a crazy liar; he would never be 

released anywhere. Now that plan has been ruined because Brazil confirmed his 

true identity and moved forward with issuing him a new passport even if they had 

to use an old photo. Now he has a release country and possible early release by 

getting a treaty transfer. A treaty transfer basically gets him transferred to a 
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Brazilian prison but once there, the Brazilians will review his case and surely 

release him immediately because of time served on that ridiculous case and trial. 

I don't know what he saw and I am not even sure that he knows what it is 

that caused this kind of a scheme but someone wanted him not only in custody, 

they wanted him hidden from his family and the world forever. I have been trying 

to point this out to the UFO crowd with little success. With him, they have proof 

of exactly what they have been claiming. The US has imprisoned a famous UFO 

investigator with a ridiculous case and sham trial and hidden him away in their 

prison system for 20 years. 

They insist that he is a crazy liar until someone investigates his claims and 

discovers that he has been telling the truth and they have caused all of this and 

have lied continuously. This all did not happen for no reason. Many Federal 

officials committed serious crimes in this case starting with the court 

knowing/ordering that attack in order to get a conviction in that second trial. 

The judge had to know/see that he was completely doped up and unresponsive in 

that ridiculous trial. This is a real life proven case of what the UFO crowd claims 

about a corrupt government but they don't even see it or they are to terrified of 

the Feds to help. That is why I say that they are all talk and no action. 

From a US legal point of view, they always fall back on the 7-year statute of 

limitations which is why I now focus on Brazilian legal help. Brazil won’t care 

about the US cover-up laws when they see what the US has done to their citizen. 

If you feel really brave, hand deliver a printout of his blog to the Brazilian embassy 

in DC. If I lived near DC, I would be living in the Brazilian embassy lobby until 

they let me speak with the Ambassador as I am sure the Brazilians would go 

ballistic if they took the time to really see what has been done to their citizen by 

the US government. 

An actual novel of this guy’s life, especially this past 20 years, is a worldwide 

blockbuster book and movie. The US government set up a sham trial and 

purposely imprisoned a guy for 20 years under a false name and nationality 

because he saw something in their databases. Hollywood could not come up with 

a better story than this. 
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Below is from Jefferson Souza’s Defense Blog, more details and links are available 

by going directly to it at: http://jeffersondefense.blogspot.com/  

Brazilian railroaded and abused 

by US Justice System 
 

I am a friend of Jefferson de Souza and I am creating this blog upon his request 

and the first few posts will be from myself and are my own opinion as to his 

situation. Jefferson’s personal comments from prison will follow and I will insure 

to announce when you are seeing his own words. Firstly, I will state that neither 

myself or Jefferson are claiming that his actions in 1996 were wise or well thought 

out but the repercussions of his actions by the US Justice system since than have 

been inexcusable, criminal and ongoing.  

We are asking for help of any sort to allow Jefferson to be transferred back to 

Brazil so that he can be near his only family members who he has not seen for 

over 20 years. Legal or political help would be greatly appreciated as well as 

donations for such help or his personal expenses such as communication with his 

family in Brazil. Moral support and casual penpals would also be of immense help 

for someone in his position. If you only want to write to slander or rant, please 

don't bother as he has heard it all and more of the same is simply disregarded and 

forgotten. We have learned long ago that the vast majority of regular citizens 

have no idea that the US Justice system is as corrupt as it really is and it becomes 

pointless to try to convince them individually. When they or their family member 

makes one mistake in life, that the US government doesn't like, they learn very 

quickly as to what they are up against and it is far from true "Justice". This justice 

system is a gigantic, self-perpetuating, money generating, business that protects its 

own actions at all costs. If you do not have the money to pay off the system by 

hiring your own insiders known as defense lawyers, you are finished as evidenced 

by the Feds 98% conviction rate. 

http://jeffersondefense.blogspot.com/
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Jefferson received a 26-year federal sentence based upon one of the most absurd 

legal cases that is so far from common sense and so full of underhanded 

corruption that a Hollywood movie producer would turn this story down.  

Strap in and get ready to read a story that is beyond reality but is 100% true, 

provable, and ongoing. 

Here is the very brief version of the US Justice Depts claims and case against a 

Venezuelan citizen named Richard Romero aka Brazilian Jefferson de Souza. 

http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1997-06-

13/news/9706130329_1_prosecutors-internet-conversations-computer 

http://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/F3/189/576/526671/   

This is the governments nonsense case that they deemed worthy of a 26-year 

sentence. Briefly, to accept this nonsense, you must believe that someone, 

anyone, is stupid enough to "kidnap" a teenage boy on a public bus and then make 

up some further scenario that you "believe" was going to "possibly" happen at 

some time in the future. You also have to believe that two days is enough time 

for someone to recover enough from a gang beating and rape, while in a locked 

"Protective Custody" cell, to coherently defend himself in a federal trial.  

Here is the quote from the Chicago Tribune Newspaper: 

"Romero, for his part, watched the proceedings through one eye, the other 

apparently injured during what a source at the federal confinement center where 

he is being held called an attack by other inmates. 

The trial was delayed two days by U.S. District Judge Charles Kocoras, who has 

ordered attorneys not to discuss what officials at the Metropolitan Correctional 

Center in Chicago are describing only as "an incident." 

Before the incident Monday, Romero appeared healthy in court. On Thursday, 

out of the sight of jurors, he was brought into the courtroom in a wheelchair." 

The files from this incident, as well as the medical records have since disappeared 

and no one has ever been accused or held responsible. Also missing in this 

http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1997-06-13/news/9706130329_1_prosecutors-internet-conversations-computer
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1997-06-13/news/9706130329_1_prosecutors-internet-conversations-computer
http://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/F3/189/576/526671/
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Tribune report is the fact the Jefferson’s first trial resulted in a mistrial when the 

jurors could not be unanimously convinced that Jefferson kidnapped a teenage 

boy on a public bus. After the feds failed in the first trial, Jefferson’s locked, 

protective custody, cell door was opened by guards, in the middle of the night, on 

the night before his second trial and a group of thugs were allowed to beat and 

rape him. None of the guards or attackers were ever identified or charged. 

Jefferson went into a federal courtroom in a wheelchair, that was hidden from the 

jury, while under heavy pain medication and was convicted and sentenced to a 26-

year sentence with almost no defense case given. This is what the US calls 

"Justice" and preaches to the rest of the world about. 

This is my personal overview of what I can determine has occurred based on 

years of discussions with Jefferson and my own internet investigations: In the late 

1980s while investigating paranormal claims and alternate religions, the Brazilian 

UFO researcher Jefferson de Souza got involved with several groups including the 

Scientologists. Many of these groups and governments in various countries would 

hire Jefferson to do investigations, give speeches about his experiences around 

the world, try to hack government agencies for UFO information, etc. On several 

occasions while in the US at paranormal conferences, etc. Jefferson successfully 

hacked into NASA and other government agencies UFO files and he was warned 

off by the government for these activities. This was an early stage of the internet 

and hacking was not well defended and the databases that he was copying while 

being highly classified were not heavily protected. Upon being warned off several 

times by the feds, Jefferson turned more and more to the paranormal and 

religious groups to get him back and forth into the US and Europe. These groups 

had their own agendas and contacts in the country and in return for Jefferson’s 

expenses, computers, and identities, he would provide them with the information 

that they were interested in. In 1995 Jefferson was provided with a valid 

Venezuelan military officers passport that had Jefferson’s photo and fingerprint 

added to it. That is how the Brazilian Jefferson de Souza became the Venezuelan 

Richard (Ricardo) Romero. Richard Romero then came to Florida via a Canadian 

border crossing and delved back into his UFO/Paranormal investigations. While in 
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Florida, Jefferson performed various services for the groups who sent him to the 

US but mostly, he simply was conducting his own researches while traveling to 

conferences, etc. At one of the paranormal conferences, Jefferson met a family of 

faith healers from Des Moines and he eventually visited them there and lived with 

them for a while. 

These people had their own issues going on as they had ongoing immigration 

issues and were running their own child porn import program from the 

Philippines. None of them worked and their only source of income was their 

"faith healing." All of these people would eventually be used by the feds to testify 

against Jefferson in exchange for all of the possible charges against them being 

forgiven. Every witness against Jefferson gave testimony that blamed him for 

everything illegal and cleared themselves completely no matter how illogical 

their claims were. 

According to the above listed court transcript, this Filipino family of traveling faith 

healers let a newly met man from Florida live in their Des Moines basement 

because he had magic powers and could solve all of their problems with a 

computer? Really? The five trash bags full of Filipino child porn found in their 

basement came from this magic man on the computer and not from their own 

connections to the Philippines? Really? A group of faith healers with immigration 

problems and no jobs were buying a house and paying their bills but had nothing 

to do with the bags and bags of child porn that they themselves burned? Really? 

This group is one of the star witnesses for the feds and none of this group was 

ever charged. 

Now we come to the teenage boy who was kidnapped on a public bus after 

chatting about UFOs on the internet. Once again, it is completely beyond belief 

that a teenage boy could be kidnapped on a Greyhound bus full of people but that 

is what Jefferson is convicted and serving a 26-year sentence for. The entire case 

as it is laid out and as it reads on the link provided seems more based on 

people’s imaginations than any real actions. It is all about what the federal 
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witnesses think might have happened at some future time and their opinions 

about other cases and instances.  

Now we easily see how the Feds lost the first trial and why they needed a heavily 

doped up and injured defendant for the second one. 

 

D. Ray James Correctional Facility in Georgia  
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Letter to You (as a Reader of this Book) From 
Jefferson Souza 

Jefferson Souza – A Message from the Frontline: 
 

Living an interesting life is a precondition to 

being an interesting person. I can say that my 

life is everything but too weary with tedious 

dullness. In other words – I live on adrenaline! 

Six thousand and eighty-five days or so – the 

time I suffer from a legal condition known as 

“freedom impairment” meaning I am a U.S. 

Federal Prisoner, in nice dandy words: I am in 

prison! Redundant, no? 

See, most people are like cattle. The cattle 

handler tells the cattle where to go, where and when to eat, and especially when 

to eat. And cattle do what cattle does. They accept the handler’s words as fact 

because these words are supposed to be good as facts, regardless if they were 

truth or not. 

Most cattle are content living like that. Once in a while there is a bull that 

questions the handlers’ words and even challenges the status quo. Well, yours 

truly here is the proverbial bull from this lore. I dare to question the handler’s 

words and went off their designated path to find a route that would lead me to 

answers, not more bull-stool. (pardon the pun). 

The old saying of “be careful for what you wish for, because you might get it” is 

more fact than not. I’ve found out lots of stuff and paid the price for getting it – 

Lost my name, my family, my citizenship, my past and my freedom. Boo-haha. 

Well so what? It comes with the territory. One knows that by playing with fire 

one always could end up burned, so no regrets! 

The B.S. they locked me up for, with a twenty-four-year sentence only came after 

I refused to sign a plea agreement on my fabricated charges and went on two 

The Real Jefferson Souza 
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trials – one that ended up a mistrial and another that was a shameful railroading. 

Yeah, yeah, I know all convicts are always pleading innocence and blah-blah-blah. 

Well this message isn’t about me – It’s about my work and what I’ve learned to 

make those darn cattle handlers so mad to the point to produce such B.S. that 

put me where I am now. 

Enough about me, if you want to know more, go to my defense blog for the 

details because this page is about investigations into the outer-worlds and the 

aliens that reside there as well as here on our planet! 

Let’s get direct to the point – Extraterrestrial lifeforms do exist and that is all 

there is to it. Proof? It is out there! Just go back to look for it. It has two ways to 

do it – Sit comfortably at your desk and look for what you can find on the 

Internet. That would confuse you even more than you were before you started, 

or go face the real and present dangers of walking in the shadowy places where 

truth can be found. But be ready to pay the price. And it’s not just money we are 

talking about here… So enough preambles here and let’s get down to business.  

There are three stages of scientific discovery: 

1. First people deny that it is true. 

2. Then, they deny that it is important. 

3. Finally, they give credit to the wrong person. 

Typical: The right wing mainstream of scientists denounces the lack of credibility 

and reliability of contactees and the abductees, and the very few left wing bona 

fide scientists still defend science at its proper principles, and burn the fires of 

inquisition for it. Who cares about the truth? 

The truth is that only people that lived the personal experience of being a 

contactee or abductee truly knows and understands the deep scars left on one’s 

personality, mind, and even one’s own soul. More than a burden, it becomes a 

responsibility that one must bear alone since most people aren’t able to 

understand their unfathomable consequences. The lives touched by these 

outerworlders, changed so drastically by their interaction with them that they will 

never be the same again. 

Of course there are bad apples among the barrel of contactees and abductees, 

but we must all pay for the wicked deeds of a few? A rhetorical question, of 
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course. We all know that a good deed never goes unpunished and a bad deed 

never goes unrewarded. That’s life, so be it. 

The thing is that I must present yet another class of alien interaction between the 

usual contactees and abductees, the operative category. Sure, you get the 

occasional contact and even a seldom abduction, but the way it works is you get 

instructions for an operation and receive not only the means needed to perform 

your task but also the proper compensation for your living needs. Far-fetched? 

Well it is not a job you can apply for. They choose you for it – not so much for 

your skills – but due to the constant legacy of your bloodline.  

All operatives are “generational conduits.” Not every “chosen one” succeeds on 

becoming an operative. Some people are just not cut out for this line of activities, 

regardless of their genetic continuity. 

Training starts even before one realizes that they are indeed aliens, and when you 

do, only your performance will dictate your continuity. Otherwise it is “missing 

time/erased memories” for you. Boom! Automatic amnesia for you. So, I guess 

I’m still “workable”, since I can remember all these things. The prison time didn’t 

stop the activities. One day I must talk to you about the wonders of a technique 

beyond remote viewing known as mnemonics – something like “remote existing.” 

The coolest thing! 

Well, this introductory message was to warm up the trans dimensional core 

engines and to let me spread some data on things that transcend the space and 

time continuum. Get ready to go beyond the speed of thought. 

Later we will talk about the S’hamariath (the ones that one day I knew to be 

Vegans from the Vega Star System – and boy, that was only the tip of a huge 

iceberg) and the little grey guys that are part of the so-called Jagarah Collective. 

Signing off, 
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Example Edward Snowden knew about before he fled 

Edward Snowden spoke about the case of Jefferson de Souza as an example why 

he would never trust the US Justice system to treat him fairly. Jefferson de Souza 

is the Brazilian UFO investigator who has been in a US Federal prison for 20 years 

under a false identity. Snowden found information about Federal cover ups in this 

case along with others like it in government databases. 

 

Letters from the Real Jefferson Souza 

You’ve just read a letter from Jefferson that was written to you. Look for more of 

these that we will get to you in the future. Now below are letters that Jefferson 

wrote to me. 

I’ve pulled out the parts that I felt would be of most interest to you and printed 

them here, so if it seems rather choppy, that is why. Jefferson tends to write 

rather lengthy handwritten letters. And remember, English is not his first 

language, it’s probably more like his third or fourth and I don’t want to edit any of 

it because this is Jefferson and editing would take away from it. 

These were mailed to me from his secret underground bunker (supplied by, and 

all expenses provided for by the U.S. Government) hidden somewhere in the hills 

of Georgia. 
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Letter from Jefferson Souza on 9/15/15 
Dear Gil, 

Well, I think you’ve done a terrific job on keeping the Blue Planet Project in the 

loop as you’ve been doing. 

See, there’s a lot to tell from my escapades on DARPA (Defense Advanced 

Research Projects Agency) at Arlington, in your good state of Virginia. They don’t 

have the data-vault on EBEs there. It was like a way to find clues on where the 

good stuff was. 

In the 1980’s only Arpanet was running under public view and the famous Rand 

Corporation was still tunneling the undergrounds of Dugway Proving Grounds in 

Utah. (Dugway can give a rundown to Area 51 anytime of the day, my friend.) 

But, on the files at Arpanet was an interesting passage on “retro-engineering” on 

what they called “Nanofoam”, a very interesting substance bases on Beryllium and 

some other metal they never have seen before – like a sort of metallic gel 

substance. It would use gravitonic fields fed by electromagnetic pulses and could 

produce chairs, tables, or whatever furniture one liked to create. And when one 

didn’t need it anymore it went back to a gooey gel-like puddle condensed on the 

shape of a cube. 

Well, this nanofoam came from a crash site of an “unknown space transporter in 

the Bahamas near where AUTEC now has their base on the Andros Island. Still a 

lot more! 

The things I’ve learned Gil… And what about our dear National Security 

Agency/Central Security Service at Ft. Mead, Maryland? 

The ultimate high tech to preserve data: “Memory Crystals” Based on data of a 

salvage operation over a “crashed” spacefaring small vessel over Piedmont Plateau 

(East of the Appalachians between SE New York and NE Alabama. Refractive 

indentations got petabytes of data on... self-repairable polymers! And that was the 

80’s, a time for floppy disks and other prehistoric computer peripherals. 

I never used an ID for G8 clearance because the model you’ve shown was not 

available yet in 1996. They had a similar model then, not with the encrypted 

security chip on top right and the holographic photo of the user on the left. But 

that’s cool. 
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You need the ID to enter certain security areas at Arlington and Ft. Mead but you 

only could go so far. The elevator stopped on the bottom at subbasement five 

and all the good stuff was on the bottom at subbasement twelve. You need 

another GS card called UMBRA (a black one) to access the lower levels, or you 

could do as I did, take a black box and go “phreaking”, get access to the network, 

drop a worm (the “werewolves” are the better, in my humble opinion) and wait 

till things calm (meaning you must have a schedule of activities and a location map 

so you know where to go to stay put meanwhile the worm gets on the back of 

the servers. No big deal.) 

Those were the glorious times, Gil. Before the Internet got infested by kids with 

zits that really think they are able to get into this game from a lousy desktop. If 

life was only that simple… 

To go where I went one needed lots of contacts, cunning, a need for speed, good 

social engineering skills, access to certain alien tech (this story is for another 

time), a game face and lots of guts and luck! About 90% luck would help a lot! 

I made serious enemies out there. The great invisible government, the greedy 

Scientologists, a bunch of wacky people called the HRM (Human Resistance 

Movement – they believe that all aliens are evil (or should I say “ee-veel” as their 

leader used to say, General Redneck, as I call him) and, of course, the Feds. 

So are the Feds part of the Invisible Government? Nope. There are the Spooks – 

the Feds – and the Shadows (The invisible government, two dangerous groups 

and equally bad, both. 

So why didn’t they “erase me”? Kind of put me under six feet down? They’ve 

done worse! They stole my identity, stripped me from my country, my past, my 

life. Then created a B.S. Federal case and lost me within the system without any 
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means to prove that I am me, not the persona they created as me. And that Gil is 

a fate worse than death. 

Took me 19 years to get my resources back on track and I most of this to my 

friend J.C. He believed on me and went to investigate things by himself. Soon the 

web of lies the Feds created fell apart from deep scrutiny. Now the Brazilian 

Embassy is on my side. I may get a Presidential Pardon by what they call 

“clemency law.” 

A new generation of Shadow Government lurks in the dark. The Feds lost their 

edge now that the shadows are on a turning point. Besides, they aren’t as 

powerful now as they used to be before. 

If they go after me for disclosing above Umber Clearance information I would say 

to them: “So, you do confirm the full existence of the Aramis Program and the 

ADR database, no? I don’t believe they can do that. (The Code Aramis lll and 

ADR3-24SM classification as carried by your Blue Planet Project Book.) 

Not even Obama knows what some of these government entities have been 

doing for the last 60 years or so. 

Besides, only three of them took the serum and two of them are over 100 years 

old even if they are still looking like they are in their 60’s. The younger of them is 

in his 90’s for sure, but looking in his 50’s. Of course alien DNA can do these 

things to you… They had the nerve to pass as their own children to avoid 

unwelcome questions about their age and their unusual healthy appearance. This 

is a long story my friend. 

I faced starfarers eye to eye. I’ve seen the wondrous, the fantastic, and the 

horrendous. I’ve sweat tears and blood on my face. I’ve lost everything anyone 

would hold dearest, and looked into the abyss and it looked back at me. 

I’ve been 20 years incarcerated. Prior to that six years moving between 

continents in a lethal game of hide and seek. It’s the stuff of movies or perhaps 

even comic books. But it was, it is real, Gil! That’s my life – the things I’ve found, 

the things I’ve lost, and the horrors and marvels in-between! I’ve been silenced 

for too long… I need to speak to the World!  

So, how I got my information? Just from the government? And do you think the 

government knows that much about the starfarers? They only know what the 
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aliens allow them to know. And what I know I’ve learned from other aliens. You 

might say I am part of their plans… the Vegans. I’ve learned that the Vega Star 

System is not even their home world. Vega system is merely outposts on the 

order of a vast territory. The aliens are the S’hamariath, a group of civilizations 

united on a guild for the sake of a proper word. And there are a bunch of other 

groups, federations, swarms, collectives, confederacies, you name it. 

It’s so much to tell – Over 150 civilizations divided into subgroups and Roque 

batches. None of them has autonomy on Earth. Earth is a sanctuary world. One of 

the few the so-called consortium of mega-powers that protect preservation 

planets, like ours, and controls it. 

But not because they are selfless. They aren’t exactly selfish, but there’s an agenda 

behind all this – the nature of the human soul. Nothing to do with theology or 

new age. Has to do with the ultimate evolution. We’ll take a look at that at 

another time. 

By the way, originally the Blue Planet Project was not meant to be a book, it was 

the title on the folder containing my field notes. I was thinking of writing a book 

about it but things happened and I vanished for 26 years. Glad someone followed 

up on it and created the book. Like an old friend used to say: “Black holes happen 

you know!” 

Gil, you’ve done a terrific job with the books, I’m grateful to you for keeping the 

torch lighted. You’re my voice out there! 

And there’s the story of my life, from the south of Brazil to the World, moving 

among continents, making friends and foes and lots of waves. 2016 will be my 

return to the free world. 
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Letter from Jefferson Souza on 9/30/15 

 
Dear Gil, 

I am beyond justifying why I am incarcerated when I have a defense website out 

there with huge worldly traffic and people crying out loud about the injustices 

done to me. The difference between one that is accused of similar crimes (and 

even falsely convicted of) and an “ethical hacker” is the knowledge he or she has 

about certain matters beyond national security and the ability to keep powerful 

allies as a useful “ace-in-the-sleeve” that guarantees you will not be “suicided” or 

“accidented”. And for the last twenty years I’ve proved literally that “ethical 

hacker” isn’t a myth, since I am still here against all odds. 

Of course I was roughshod, but for the count, I proved to be rougher than them. 

I might bend, but I didn’t break. Hence yours truly is writing this letter to you 

now. Besides, the difference between successful people and others is how long 

they spend time feeling sorry for themselves. I have no time for sorrowfulness. 

I’ve kept my network fully operational to keep me posted and I have my own 

secrets on how I might obtain the unobtainable. Our growth as an evolutionating 

species depends not on how many experiences we can devour, but how many we 

can fully digest. I come to leave my mark on the World! 

Regarding the “Blue Planet Project Lost Chapters Book:” The medical doctor that 

had reviewed my information on “Alien Pharmacology for Humans” regarded 

them as “Star Trek Drugs” and he wouldn’t be wrong on that. 

More info on the Lost Chapters book can be found here: 

http://www.blue-planet-project.com/Blue-Planet-Project-Lost-Chapters.html 

You know the story of Star Trek? Well, I never imagined myself that a sci-fi show 

would have the connections with true alien affairs as I’ve come to discover later 

on. 

Gene Roddenberry, the creator of the show, was said to be a man way ahead of 

his time. And he was. What people don’t know was that Roddenberry regarded 

the alien matter very seriously, he himself was a contactee! Remember that all 

things like sci-fi props at that time became the reality of today. 

http://www.blue-planet-project.com/Blue-Planet-Project-Lost-Chapters.html
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Their communicators turn into cell phones. Their phaser beams into the scaler 

weapons. Even teleportation was already done by M.I.T. of one laser beam 

teleported successfully from one lab to another. The replicators became the 3-D 

printers and the holodeck the immense gravitational/electromagnetic field virtual 

reality environments of the NSA, DIA, and the U.S. Space Command. 

As the U.S. Space Command is the equivalent of their Star Fleet (that isn’t 

interstellar yet but surely is full-functioning orbital.)  Even Star Trek’s Federation 

was based on the concept of the consortium. 

Do you know who produced the original Star Trek series? Desilu Productions, 

Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball. So I will follow the tradition of a sci-fi show supposed 

to be fake science, that indeed was built on real alien knowledge. And so many 

other shows were being used for preemptive disclosure (like “Close Encounters 

of the Third Kind” on which Prof. J. Allen Hynek appeared in it as an extra and 

was the French researcher Jacque’s Valle’ as the main government character, 

serving the contactee himself.)  

The drug information in the Lost Chapters book is the real deal and was taken 

somehow by someone somewhere over at the Los Alamos underground site. And 

yes, it was mentioned several times on Star Trek shows, but also given to 

pharmaceutical industries on the end of 1950’s after their “acquiring it.” Star Trek 

aired in mid-1960’s.  

You would be amazed by the quantity of sci-fi books, movies, TV shows, and even 

comic books that are based on a reality involving aliens that were mingled in 

those shows. So, if someone tried to be a whistleblower, this would make sure 

that no one would give credit to him or her since it was already publically labeled 

as “fantasy.” Devious brilliant people these Feds. Besides, as I’ve said, people do 

not think by themselves.  

I never mentioned that before to avoid being sued by the Roddenberry family 

that, even while enjoying the money from Star Trek royalties, do not enjoy 

controversies about the late Gene. Oh, well. 

But think about it, the first space shuttle was to be called the USS Arizona, but 

was changed immediately to USS Enterprise! And Roddenberry, when he died, 

was the first man ever to have his ashes thrown into space by a space shuttle! 

Coincidences? You tell me. 
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A show that just lasted two or three seasons became a legacy that conquered 

time – half a century and counting and spinned several spinoffs of Star Trek: The 

Next Generation, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, Star Trek: Voyager, and Star Trek: 

Enterprise. And also the ongoing movies that always find a way to be Star Trek 

reborns.  

Look to the last two incarnations of Star Trek movies – became box office hits 

twice! So I’m proud of Blue Planet Project’s link to Star Trek! All controversies 

are good, right? 

Gil, my next project is going to be an international initiative and virtual 

community to be known as “EARTH STATION SEVEN.” So far I have a ground-

base to establish it in Brazil with follow-ups in Germany and the Philippines. I’m 

expecting to return to Brazil by mid-2016. There will be volunteers, Internet 

researchers, and moderators. Earth Station Seven will be dealing with alien-

related affairs, paranormal, cryptozoology, and ecological matters. 

By the way, NSA’s 20 trillion transactions “acquired” from phone calls and emails 

could only be possible on secret quantum computers. It’s the dawn of the 

neoneuron gel pack circuitry and the fall of the integrated circuits and 

motherboards! 

And now DARPA’s Project Looking Glass is developing a trans-dimensional 

window to the multiverse! 

Will the day come when people are jailed for meddling in Alien Affairs? By doing 

that they would have to admit, publically, the existence of extraterrestrials among 

us. And do you think the Government is ready to do that? Nope, they aren’t. 

Bit by bit the truth is getting out there. So, on top of all that, the X-Files have 

returned – Do you remember how popular they were? We’ll if aliens always were 

a hot topic, soon they will become even hotter, and there’s not much the 

Government can do about it! 
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Letter from Jefferson Souza on 10/26/15 
 

Dear Gil, 

Regarding the mention of Great Britain: 

I have been corresponding with The former D.O.D. official, Nick Pope since my 

time at the Ft. Devon’s B.O.P. Prison Hospital and he sent me some of his books. 

I had some memorable moments in the United Kingdom. I must write a book on 

my undertakings there.  

The debunkers of the Blue Planet Project can say what they want but none of 

them (save my dear departed friend Col. Wendelle Stevens, Bill Cooper and a few 

others like Bob lazar and John Lear, and others) tried to openly put the truth on 

the public. All have been demonized, as well. The poor late Col. Stevens even 

went to jail himself, as I am right now, because of the wrathful vengeance of the 

powers-that-be.  

When others were “erased” I and very few others, covered our backs to make it 

impossible for them to resort to lethal options, or the consequences of such 

harsh and unwise actions would provoke a full open knowledge with proof of 

their wicked doings with and on the behalf of outerworlders. 

What proof is this you would ask? Well, if I would tell you I would lose the ace-

in-the-sleeve that kept me alive for all these years and the many years to come. 

My discretion and secrecy is my bargain with the devil to be able to continue to 

exist. Survival is a powerful motivator for secrecy. 

They tried to suppress the Blue Planet Project in its beginning, but failed.  
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Letter from Jefferson Souza on 10/19/15 
 

Gil, 

Believe me, when you resurrected the Blue Planet Project and my name, it was 

not a joy and happiness to the shadows (invisible government) and the Feds (the 

official government). They were sure the Blue Planet Project was put to rest for 

good. And they thanked their fate that no one actually, truly understood the 

potential that the Blue Planet Project could unleash. 

It revealed too much of what is supposed to be truly secret. And, even when 

people accused it of being a hoax and such, they secretly pray that most people 

think of it as such. The data is far too revealing, and far from anything ever 

published before on this subject. 

Even the UFOlogists here in the U.S. are afraid of the Blue Planet Project because 

of the Feds. 

But after twenty years, a lot changed Gil. A new generation on inner-power came 

into the game and even liked that the truth started to be leaked by the Blue 

Planet Project and from my other notebooks and started to be revealed to other 

authors out there. 

Things are changing very fast and the powers-that-be know it.  

These are the glyphs that appear on the Blue Planet project cover: 

 

Since they have puzzled a number of people, let me explain. They read: “Planet 

Blue” and the anterior glyphs say something like: “Plan, Design, Layout, Proposal, 

Profuse (or Plentiful), In other words: “Profuse Blue Planet Project” on which I 

only kept the Blue Planet Project part. 
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As to why Amazon.com temporarily pulled the plug on your listing of the Blue 

Planet Project, it was due to the hasty response of the powers-that-be on having 

their secrets thrown into the public light just like that. 

It was about February 2013 that I got a visit by a “spook” posing as an agent of 

the National Security Agency asking why I was meddling with stinging wasps 

again. 

(Note: “meddling with stinging wasps again” is most likely referring to the 

listing of a printed version of the Blue Planet Project by someone who didn’t 

want to be identified. It was first listed in February 2013 and dropped 

several months later. It was in September 2013 that I (Gil) came out with a 

printed version based on the original version and listed it on Amazon.com 

till it was banned by Amazon in December then it was allowed to be relisted 

a few months later.) If the Blue Planet Project is just a hoax, as some folks 

have claimed, why would the government be so upset by it? 

And it was when I was moved from Ft. Devon, MA to D. Ray James in Georgia 

from a full-fledged B.O.P. installation to a private GEO group Immigration Facility, 

with a Federal contract, that I was told to be ready for some good news. That 

came in 2014. Part of the Clemency Act Initiative that Pres. Obama would give 

me a Presidential Pardon. I received the paperwork from the officials, now I’m 

waiting for it to go into effect. 
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The so-called “Yellow Book” referred to in the Blue Planet Project, is not a 

printed book. It is the code name given to the reports of personal data from 

aliens in captivity. Also, I knew Bill Cooper and even Bill English, both sacrificial 

lambs for the powers-that-be. Bill Coopers “Behold the Pale Horse had a lot of 

info that was very important, but he should never have gone up against the IRS. 

May his poor soul rest in peace.  

I met Bill Cooper in Ft. Lauderdale, at a meeting with a “deep throat.” The deep 

throat didn’t make it either.  One can’t be nosing around Andros Island’s AUTEC 

without insurance. Those people are nasty as are the ones at Utah’s Dugway 

Proving Grounds. 

 

 

The new book “Alien Underground Bases” has a chapter on Dugway Proving 

Grounds, you can check it out at: 

http://www.blue-planet-project.com/Alien-Underground-Bases.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.blue-planet-project.com/Alien-Underground-Bases.html
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Letter from Jefferson Souza on 11/1/15 
Gil, 

Greetings again. I’ll soon be explaining how I came to meet the S’hamariath 

(Vegans) and how I got some of the data I’ve “acquired” from places that should 

not have been “officially existent” and my beef with the powerful Church of 

Scientology in relation to mind control and outerworlders. 

Just to let you know, David Miscavige is the supreme leader of the “Church”, and 

the Sea Organization, the private army of these fiends. You need to discover the 

truth about the happenings in Clearwater, FL, the Scientology’s town and the 

secrets of the Golden Base, their desert retreat/stronghold over the vast 

scrubland East of Los Angeles and West of Palm Springs, near the town of Hemet, 

there you shall a find a literally top-secret facility monitored constantly by security 

and attack dogs and electrical fences to protect the heart of the Scientology 

Empire.  

The thing is that no one knows who or what was behind the whims of the late 

sci-fi writer and founder of the Church of Scientology, Lafayette Ronald Hubbard. 

I intend to write a book about my findings about it. I know them because I was a 

victim of them. And as far-fetched as it might seem, these people are deadly and 

as vile as they come. 

They are everything but a bunch of wackos. They are a well-organized structure 

exceeding in intelligence and tactical programs with a budget of billions. But they 

do have an enormous Achilles Heel flaw that happens to be of my knowledge, 

fortunately, I am out of their reach. I can denounce them, but just up to a point. 

To exceed this limit would be disastrous for me as well as them. I only can tell 

you that aliens are involved in this issue. I can tell the truth about Hubbard and 

Scientology but I can’t tell the details nor the outcome of it. 

I have so much more to reveal about secret government programs. And I’m not 

worried about the reactions of the DARPA and NSA because Feds are extremely 

predictable. But even they know that it is better to ignore the issue than having to 

explain their “wet works program” (elimination) to the public view. Americans 

killing foreigners just because they know too much may be acceptable, but 

Americans murdering Americans for the same reason is devastating. And having 
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names, dates, places, all the details is proof and always a good health insurance 

policy. They leave me alone; I leave them alone. 

So why accept calmly 20 something years of jail, reputation ruined, and loss 

of identity and past? My life is worth way more than that. Besides, even in prison I 

never stop doing my job. Let them think they are victorious. 

Regarding the Anunnaki: They are relevant because they had a small part to do 

with our making. But they are not our creators! They served their purpose by 

serving the Creator in adjusting the last details. They were mere living tools used 

by our creator. Or so, the Babylon’s truly believed in such things, even though 

they were polytheists. Later I will let you in on what I have learned from these 

starfarers and what data we consider as veracious in my little circle of dedicated 

researchers. 

Accessing other intelligences through molecular consciousness is a lot 

easier than you may realize. Molecules of living organisms are in a constant state 

of communication, sharing and transmitting information both as at the intracellular 

level as well as across vast distances – data translational control, it is called the 

basic neurobiological principles of sending and signaling data acquisition. Once 

dealing with outerworlders, something of them gets in you! 
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Letter from Jefferson Souza on 11/11/15 
Gil, 

I just want everyone to know that I am no saint, who is? I‘ve made mistakes. I’ve 

walked the path of the shades of gray. I have chosen to stand alone and face bogus 

charges rather than accept their offer of a shorter sentence to admit to an infamy 

of lies! The torch was taken by other brave souls and the message is still 

spreading out to the World! 

Aliens are definitely real! People look for them in the skies and interview 

witnesses, but the truth is the aliens walk among us, disguised as us and 

unopposed by most people, but not from me! 

I already knew something about the outerworlders since my boyhood, by my 

experiences with them. 

The Blue Planet Project was made from my field notes of what I had learned 

and even things I could not quite come to understand. And meanwhile I was 

waiting between assignments, I kept busy recording what I could remember. 

Nope, I’m not a scientist and I never worked (willingly) for the U.S. Government. 

Clearance Credentials were given to me by more powerful sources than the Feds. 

The relations between aliens and humans are much more complex than one 

can imagine. The money that kept me moving came in cash, no financial trails left 

behind. 

It was claimed that the Blue Planet Project was written by a government scientist 

who leaked the information. Actually there never was a single scientist leaking 

things out there. There were several! Some of them ended up erased (killed) and 

others were put in stasis freezers (don’t even ask) and others were fallen by 

unfortunate accidents. 

My wonderful late friend Lt. Colonel Wendelle C. Stevens and his good friend 

sergeant Major (ret.) Robert O. Dean knew their share of what was going on, up 

to a point. 

I lived in Tucson, AZ when I and Col. Stevens went on our journey to the 

Panamint Mountain Region in California to witness the display coming from 

its underground tunnel complex. Shame the overseers never allowed us 

photograph those events. 
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We’ve learned a lot. We have seen a lot. We have seen good friends die like 

“Behold the Pale Horse” author William Cooper, the persecution of Bill 

English. Even poor Col. Stevens experienced the “prison treatment.” 

Now onto the “UMMO” subject. Things aren’t as they seem. The UMMO was a 

complex subject with many fronts. Of course there were starfarers from Lumma 

(or wolf 424), but there were also human factions and the other part of a project 

called MONARCH. It led to the MK Initiative.  

The ominous project MK had several subdivisions as MK-Ultra or MK-Naomi, 

MK-NH (New Horizons) also used the devious technologies known as RHIC 

(Radio Hypnotic Implantation Control) and EDOM (Electronic Dissolution of 

Memory) 

Regular people were chosen (regardless of their awareness or not) to act as living 

drones writing the UMMO papers to create disinformation on the subject. 

The OMAE UMMS (People of Umma) started their own attempt to make contact 

(Against the regulations of alien overseers) as they were being delt with by alien 

controllers, their allied North Americans would disrupt any attempts of UMMO 

to build a true human network, as they’ve already started with some human 

subjects. 

It was an ugly deal also there were intendent Lumas within this mess. Ribers 

didn’t want to accept that, and continuously defended his position of the Umma 

being absolutely alien, all the way. He was right, but only in part. Humans had a 

great deal in this, as well, due to their own reasons. But nevertheless, it was an 

alien affair in its roots of course. 

1991 and in Tucson I was getting ready for the UFO Conference titled 

“Extraterrestrials are Visiting Earth” With one day till its opening, I was still 

working on my notes for the “Blue Planet Project.” I didn’t need to be precise on 

details since it was made to aid me to not forget what I’ve learned. 

Sgt. Major Dean was kind of impressed with the contents of the Blue Planet 

Project’ notes. Well, they were just notes. He confirmed quite a of the things in 

it. And a lot more he had never heard of before. Good, it was supposed to be like 

that. 
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There are so many things that I never had the opportunity to do with the Blue 

Planet Project notebooks. It amazes me that even now outerworlders are still an 

issue regarding their existence! Today the majority of humankind still proclaims 

that they are the only source of life in the whole Universe. Even when they 

secretly hope that someone or something is also out there. But within this denial 

of existence of outerworlder life forms, there are programs officially sanctioned 

(or otherwise) still seeking for what they know is unavoidable and absolute – 

Extraterrestrial lifeforms are real! 

And they are not just about to reveal themselves to the public yet. There are 

dangerous and deadly variables, civilian and military, that would make them not 

want to reckon with, otherwise, there would be consequences, of course. Hence 

the persistent denial of it. Because what you don’t know is out of your mind. But 

for the rare people that do know, those privileged ones know of wonders and 

horrors. Because among the morsels of the elsewhere, also come the weight of 

knowing the threat that would change our lives forever when it comes. 

Humankind lives on innocence and of the disinformed and even the ones that 

suspect, but do not know it for sure. Sleep easy without the knowledge of the 

power plays that the shadowy inner-governments play against themselves and 

these offworlders…with humankind amid it all.  

Extraterrestrial (and related outerworlders) biological entities do exist and are 

visiting Earth, and have been even before human beings came to be. Do you want 

proof of it? Reach out beyond the closed protective walls of the skeptics and 

above the naiveté of the believers and really look without any prejudice or 

personal gain and you will find that any genome research will tell that there is 

much more about the human genome that they dare not reveal! 

Cannot reveal because of its inconceivable relations between humankind and the 

natural selection of life on Earth and the incontrovertible knowledge of genetically 

manipulation upon our genotype mold. Who would dare to admit that publically 

and face the scorn from it? People would rather take the way of the ostrich and 

hide their head underground until what bothers them goes away. But if it isn’t so, 

well, we can imagine the outcome of it, no? 

Then came the Blue Planet Project notebooks that were turned into the 

book. So what is the reason for the book? Why? – To share knowledge (but up to 

a point, there are limits for it). Because if I went ahead and revealed everything, I 
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would not only be a fool, but I would be a targeted fool. So, I’ll say it without 

really saying. 

Take Blue Planet Project as you please. A story, a legend, a joke, whatever makes 

you happy. It’s all “off the record” here! Fiction? You’ll be the judge of it. And 

certainly, if one investigates these stories, they would surely surprise you. So, 

skeptics, hold your “swords of truth” and believers, don’t just believe, but go look 

for yourselves and make sense (or not) of what you might find. 

I’ll not deny or confirm any of what I’ve written, officially. But unofficially, I’ll say 

that where there is smoke, there is fire, somewhere. 

 

WENDELLE STEVENS AT THE INTERNATIONAL UFO CONFERENCE 
 

I think back to those times with Wendelle… seated there at the conference in 

Tucson and listening to all those things people said, it amazes you how close to 

the truth some people were and how far from it others also were. But what was 

astonishing was knowing that among us humans, the very aliens are working amid 

us, looking and acting just like us. And no one noticing those outerworlders at all. 

But with the human intelligence’s interloper agents moving about in their usual 

fashion as well. 

From knowledgeable experts to willing voices in the field of research in 

extraterrestrial entities, we are all drawing maps in the dark, knowing close to 

nothing about the very nature of our research. As we all try desperately to find 
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some sense amid the chaos of alleged alien knowledge, we count only with the 

data provided by meager scientific findings, but mostly counting on claims of 

abductees. No one is doubting their veracity (at least in most of the cases) but, on 

their personal interpretation of their experience, especially concerning any kind of 

information obtained from the offworlders. 

Eventually we need to get into my contacts with the Vegans which started when I 

was a child back in Brazil. This alien, which referred to itself as “One” told me 

how we were having our encounters: 

Most humans do not understand the nature of the dream state. There are 

dreams that are mnemonic and/or psychogenic or psychosomatic. But there are 

also dreams that involve transconsciousness of many kinds. It was the case of 

remote viewing and its successor mnemonautics. Mine was a form of virtual 

consciousness transportation in which it appeared as some sort of dream, but it 

was a real “virtual” experience.  

The Roma, the people called erroneously “Gypsies,” are of great interest to the 

International intelligence communities working on black budget projects related 

to paranormal events that could be used as a means to gain knowledge and/or 

connection in top classified agendas. 

The conceptual idea of remote viewing comes from chronicled perceptions 

perceived as “lucid dreams” going back thousands of years. (let’s use the epic of 

Gilgamesh, from 4700 years past and Roman emperor Augustus’ mandatory 

citizens dream recordings from 14 A.D. for instance, as examples.) 

As in modern times, Sigmund Freud began to wonder about the significance of the 

dreams. It was his student, Carl Jung, that gave dreams a relevance that they 

never had before. 

The crucial point of hypnotic phase, the very borderline between sleep and 

awareness, is a Launchpad to remote viewers. Dreams are much more than we 

give them credit for. 

In 1987, Los Alamos Laboratory did research on magnetoencephalography in 

conjunction with the ORD (Office of Research and Development) and OSI (Office 

of Strategic Intelligence) decided to dwell on the inner-workings of the human 

consciousness and its viability of use for intelligence operations purposes. 
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Using devices like the SQUID (Supercomputing Quantum Interference Device) 

on certain human subjects’ psionic capabilities. They used seven channels of 

frequency connections in order to attempt to enhance mental abilities in them. (A 

new variant on this subject is the Project Looking Glass, phase V which uses 

over 150 channels with multi-frequencies. 

Human subjects, volunteers or not, were an extremely sensitive topic when using 

governmental budgets for such experimentation, so these researchers kept it 

“under the table”. – No records whatsoever should appear. 

The so-called “Proxmire Effect,” where the fear that certain U.S. Government 

research contracts would be claimed to be ill-founded, if involved in certain 

unusual and/or suspected activities and certainly would be held up to scorn 

leading to a revision of the validity of such projects,  

Project MK (mind killer), MK-ULTRA and MK-NAOMI are examples. Most of 

them used the awful RHIC (Remote Hypnotic Interface Control) and EDOM 

(Electronic Dissolution of Memory – also known as “Missing Time”) technologies 

that caused damage to the human brain. 

Since the ROMA studies, the S.R.I. International Program openly worked with 

projects RAPT, GRILL FLAME, and GATEWAY. They were the precursors of 

PROJECT STARGATE remote viewing. 

The next evolutionary step of remote viewing is mnemonautics, transdimensional 

memory retrieving for mind traveling over the multiverse. There are “made” 

mnemoauts and there are also natural ones. Both are rare. 

I have come across many secrets even though government agencies feel that their 

secrets are protected in their high-tech digital fortresses, and they may be, but it 

is impossible to protect the secrets locked away in their employee’s minds!   

The mission of protecting secrets is now on a higher plateau, consider that 

secrets may be leaked because people dream! Human minds become 

interconnected over the sleep-stream. Once one travels this multidimensional 

continuous flow of distinct minds, once in lucid dreaming one is in reality 

accessing information from very distinctive sources, human and non-human. 

As the spacefarers cannot connect to sleep-stream as good as humankind can, 

they are amazed and afraid of our innate psionic capabilities. 
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Outerworlders do possess psionic capabilities (as with telepathy and such) since it 

merely involves transmission and retrieval of bio-electromagnetic impulses 

generated by their neural cortexes on something akin to radio frequencies (which 

are certainly not radiofrequencies). But the very rare aliens reaching the sleep-

stream cannot maintain mental integrity, nor complex sentience (as humans 

naturally can) for long. And the offworlders can only do that by using technologies 

to increase their limited range of bio-frequencies. 

This applies to all, but lifeforms that are non-physical, because they are made of 

“living energy” and don’t even require the use of technology for anything. That is 

what made all of them to fall under a single universal rule of contact.  

That’s all for now, 
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Crash Landings of Anomalous Aircraft and Devices 

By Jefferson Souza 

Several crashed anomalous vessels of unknown precedence are said to be of 
extraterrestrial origin. Such objects and vehicles are also reported as having 
passengers on them as well. From these events certain knowledge is believed to 
have been acquired from them. 
Everything we THINK we know about alien life forms came from leaks of the 

black budget projects and what people heard from witnesses of certain events, 

besides what contactees and abductees tell us. All nice and neat and fitting an 

obvious pattern. But what if people were deceived by a psychosocial strategy 

that takes us from the right path and was designed to mislead us to a totally 

distinct one well away from the factual things?  

Because in our eagerness in trying to understand the strangeness that seemed 

non-understandable, we chose to believe on the simple thing that SEEMED to be 

backed up by the information given by the outerworlders themselves. 

Do these highly advanced beings really allow their technologies to simply fall into 

the hands of mercurial, passionate people such as humankind? Or allow the 

secrets of their genetic make-up to be learned and perhaps even manipulated, 

once in human hands? Do you allow children to play with an atomic bomb or 

extremely dangerous biochemical hazards? 
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Even starfarers are under the effects of entropy. But with advanced science also 

came advanced precautions. These alien sentient lifeforms did not journey only 

between star systems, but also between dimensions, as well. And will not just 

crash here like a careless driver on a bad day. 

The theory states that 99.9% of the “crashes” are STAGED. Only about 0.1% 

were regrettable accidents. But when those kind of crashes do happen, these 

groups of civilizations would do whatever has to be done in order to retrieve the 

crashed vessel or device and making sure it will be absolutely obliterated at 

molecular level. Why only this meager 0.1% of crashes? Because all the other 

99.9% are provoked crashes. Each one of them is a carrier of some kind of 

TROJAN HORSE! 

How come? The best way to infiltrate a highly-secured human facility is to let us 

bring the offworlders inside, willingly. The crashed vessels are nothing but ancient 

junk to their standards, but very advanced technology to us humans. 

Even the aliens (dead and alive) found in the wreckage were nothing but 

fabricated biodrones. They will never risk the secrets of their genetic make-up to 

fall under human hands, because to know these species genes would give 

empowerment to us. The EBE amalgamations are nothing but chimeras made to 

confuse, not to inform.  

The objectives of these charades are for them to be inside the facility. Very self-

reliant and devious. Some form of nanites with yochto-capabilities (a yachto is a 

power of measurement of 10-24 that allows them to pass between molecules in 

small clusters and replicate once in anti-contained area. The nanites are hidden 

along the atomic structures of the atoms of the device and/or the molecules of 

genetic material of the EBEs. 

Why not infiltrate from the outside if they can trespass atomic structures? 

Because they cannot pass through energy fields, a contained space, nor bond 

effectively with human atomic structures due to an incompatible field of molecular 

integrity. 

More to say on this later. 
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SpacePort Under Death Valley 

 

In one of his letters to me, Jefferson mentioned exploring caverns 
under the Panamint Mountains in Death Valley with his good friend, 
Wendelle Stevens, so I wanted to share this article with you to give 
you a little insight.  
 

"One 'contactee', incidentally, has stated that a large 'space port' does in fact exist 

in a network of caverns deep below present-day Death Valley. 

In reference to this we will quote from a 'synopsis' of the experiences of Brazilian 

'contactee' Jefferson Souza, as it appeared in a catalog put out by the UFO 

LIBRARY in Studio City, CA. Many of the individuals referred to in this catalog, 

which offers taped interviews or lectures describing their encounters, are either 

'contactees' who have had friendly encounters with the so-called 'Nordic' or 

human-like beings who pilot many of the 'alien' craft; or who have been 'abducted' 

by the more manipulating and predatory 'Gray' or 'saurian' entities. Quoting from 

their description of Mr. Souza's experiences: 

Reaction to the first sighting of a UFO is unpredictable. Jeff Souza had his first 

contact in 1979 when he was only 13. The memory of it was tucked away in the 
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recesses of his mind. Twenty alien contacts during the next 10 years never fully 

restored the image. But those years were filled with excitement that would result 

in one of the most inspirational stories of alien contact ever recorded. 

The young Brazilian was possessed of intelligence and intuition. He studied and 

managed to complete one semester of medical school before giving up his formal 

education. 

In contact with two races of extraterrestrials, Jefferson has met them in Brazil, 

Argentina and the United States. But where they occurred is unimportant when 

compared to the depth and cope of what he learned. 

The gentle VEGANS and the business-like UMMITES taught Souza more than he 

could ever imagine about technology and life on all planets. He was transported 

aboard a spaceship by LIGHT (anti-gravity rays?) and taken to other planets and 

(other) parts of the world. On one such trip he suffered an unusual reaction - all 

his hair fell out. His watch broke at every contact. 

Jeff Souza has been questioned by experts in the field of alien contact. He has 

been clinically regressed through hypnotism to the time of his first contact but the 

answers came only in Portuguese. At that age, Jefferson could not speak English. 

The details he has learned are awe inspiring. Answers to questions about time, 

space, matter, energy, life and spirituality easily rolled from his tongue. All 

prompted by the alien contacts of his past and present. 

His interview and the recorded details of his many physical contacts PROVIDE 

HITHERTO UNKNOWN INFORMATION ABOUT SEVERAL ALIEN RACES 

INCLUDING THE MYSTERIOUS AND THREATENING GRAYS. FROM 

JEFFERSON SOUZA WE LEARN ABOUT THE SEVEN RACES (possibly 

humanoid and/or saurian), THE ALIEN NAME FOR EARTH, A SUBTERRANEAN 

SPACE STATION IN DEATH VALLEY AND IF AIDS MIGHT BE CURED BY 

ALIENS. 

There is a final precaution from his contacts - we must all learn the lessons given 

to Jefferson Souza because we are destroying our planet and if we don't change, 

not even the friendly aliens will be able to save us. 

We see here then a definite connection between the subterranea of the Death 

Valley region, which is reportedly inhabited by the neo-Grecian (?) Hav-musuvs 
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and the human societies of 'Vega' and 'Ummo', which as we shall see later on, 

according to other contactees, are "Federated" with other human colonies or 

civilizations in Tau Ceti, Epsilon Eridani, Alpha Centauri, the Pleiades and 

elsewhere. 

Although Jefferson Souza claims to have encountered the Ummo People in landed 

craft, the Vegans are the ones who allowed him to travel on their craft most 

often. It was also the Vegans who showed him the MASSIVE basing complex 

below Death Valley, which contained chambers miles in diameter and numerous 

compartmentalized sectors which had been adapted to meet the gravitational, 

atmospheric and environmental needs of the various Federation world 

representatives who use the base as a way-station for their operations on earth. 

Apparently the Hav-musuvs have been VERY BUSY for the last few thousand 

years, according to Souza's account. 

In addition to the above, Souza learned of two other alien species that are in 

conflict to some extent with the humanoids with whom he maintained contact. 

One of these includes an "Insectoid" type race, while the other is reptilian. The 

latter consists of a tall, very reptilian-saurian appearing "master" race to which the 

shorter reptilian "Grays" are subservient. There are at least three types of 

"Grays", according to Souza: those that reproduce via egg-hatcheries, those that 

reproduce via cloning, and those that reproduce via polyembryony. 
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Secret Intelligence Files of Jefferson Souza 

 

The following information was released by Jefferson Souza, a contactee who has 

had repeated encounters with the Vega Lyrans, who according to Souza are 

similar in appearance to the "dark skinned Orientals" of India. Souza also claims 

contacts with Scandinavian-appearing humans from Iumma or Wolf 424 [the 

'Ummo' people]. Both cultures utilize a huge 'Federation' base located within a 

vast system of caverns deep beneath the Death Valley - Panamint Mts. region of 

California. In fact, several federation groups utilize the base according to Souza, 

which contains whole areas specifically conditioned with the various gravitational, 

atmospheric and environmental conditions necessary to meet the needs of the 

various Federation visitors and dignitaries. 

The Paihute Indians of the southwest U.S. claim that a Greek or Egyptian-like race 

first colonized the massive caverns within the Panamint Mts. thousands of years 

ago [one source claims the base was established around 2500 B.C., which is 

incidentally about 600 years following the beginnings of the rise of Egyptian 
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intellectual culture] when Death Valley was part of an inland sea connected to the 

Pacific Ocean. When the sea dried up these people -- who were described as 

wearing flowing robes draped over one shoulder, head-bands holding back their 

long dark hair, and bronze-golden skin -- out of necessity began to develop their 

collective knowledge and intellect and soon afterwards began to construct "silvery 

flying canoes". At first these flying machines possessed wings, were relatively 

small, and flew with a dipping movement and a loud 'whirring' noise. As time 

passed the ships became wingless, grew larger in size, and flew ever more 

smoothly and silently. Eventually these people, the HAV-MUSUVS moved their 

civilization into still deeper caverns which they had discovered farther 

underground, and commenced to explore the nearby planets and eventually other 

star systems as their own technological explosion began to refine every aspect of 

their society.  

These Hav-musuvs have apparently had interplanetary or interstellar travel for 

3000-4000 years since they first developed their flying machines. Could they have 

been one of the many native-terranian "ancient astronaut" civilizations which 

apparently had colonized Lyra and other systems? The story of the Panamints was 

related by a Navaho Indian by the name of Oga-Make, who in turn heard it from 

an old Paihute medicine man. 

What about Souza's reference to the Vegans, who are similar in appearance to 

East Indians? I believe that India is a major key to understanding our planet's lost 

history. The ancient Vedic texts speak of flying ships called "viminas" as well as 

nuclear technology which was utilized by the ancients there. Hinduism itself 

arrived in India as a result of the Pre-Nordic 'Aryan' invasion from the North [the 

Gobi region?]. Some researchers insist that the Mayas AND Egyptians were 

originally navigators from India, possibly explaining the similarity in architecture 

and their advances in medicine, astronomy, mathematics, and so on. 

Swiss Ethno-archaeologist Yves Naud also quotes from ancient Indian texts which 

state that the leaders of ancient India later collaborated with secretive Grecian 

intellectual societies in the development of aerial ships. So then, the "Hav-musuvs" 

may have been representatives of any one of these cultures [Nordic-Aryans, East-

Indians, Egyptians, Mayas, Greeks] or a combination of cultures. However, one 

thing is certain, only a VERY SMALL portion of the true history of planet earth, as 

of this writing, can be found in the standard historical textbooks. 
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Alien Involvement in Earth’s Recent History 

 

By Jefferson Souza 

1934 -- The first 'deal' or interaction with the Grey entities occurred on July 11, 

1934 on board a naval ship in Balboa. It was here that the agreement was initially 

made [between aliens and representatives of the 'Bavarian' Illuminati operating 

within U.S. Intelligence 'fraternities'] that let the greys proceed unhindered with 

the abductions and cattle mutilations. 

1950 -- In December of 1950, a unit called IPU, "Interplanetary Phenomena 

Unit", was established. It was an operational unit to deal with the ever-increasing 

scenarios of crashed disks and aliens. That same month a disk crashed in the El 

Indio-Guerro area of Mexico and was taken to the AEC facility at Sandia in New 

Mexico. Also in 1950, the revised edition of "The Effects of Atomic Weapons" 

prepared by the AEC advises "complete underground placement of bases is 

desirable" and "there are apparently no fundamental difficulties in construction 

and operating underground in various types of important facilities". 

1958 -- In 1958, International Geophysical Year, expeditions were made to the 

poles in order to again assess the problem of the Germans, as well as the threat 

from aliens of different character that were detected as coming from inside the 
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Earth. Work continued on Alternatives 2 and 3. Use of the 'Orion' method of 

hypnosis, used on government workers in high security areas, begins. 

1959 -- In 1959, the RAND Corporation held several conferences on Deep 

Underground Construction. These conferences were attended by the various 

military services as well as large corporate construction firms like Bechtel. 

Underground construction projects began within a year. Existing underground 

facilities were beefed-up and new ones were started. Funding for government 

underground facilities comes from "Presidential Shelter" funds, as well as covert 

drug operations conducted by the CIA under the orders of MJ-12. This procedure 

appears to be still in effect as of July 1989. Over 75 underground facilities have 

been constructed under various programs. 

1963 -- In 1963, John F. Kennedy evidently issued an ultimatum to MJ-12, and 

they decided that Kennedy should be subject to an expediency -- killed. This was 

the era when the United States first started having its own operational disks. 1963 

is the date of one of the earliest visits to an underground joint base by an 

abductee that came back and lived to tell about it. It is the first hint of the 

underground breeding facilities that are described in the Dulce Papers, events 

surrounding Paul Bennewitz and Thunder Scientific Corporation in Albuquerque, 

New Mexico, and other insidious experiences that have been reported by scores 

of people from 1963 to 1989. 

1964 -- In April 1964, Cape Kennedy radar technicians track disks in pursuit of 

the Gemeni capsule. On April 15, two intelligence personnel meet under Project 

Plato with aliens in the New Mexico desert to arrange a meeting on April 25 at 

Hollaman AFB, New Mexico in order to 'renew' the treaty in a psychological bid 

to buy time in order to solve the problem of the Greys. 

1972 -- Scientist Rene Hardy, also a prominent Ufologist, is found dead; an 

'apparent' suicide... In December, astronaut Edgar Mitchell admits that NASA has 

provisions for encounters with alien lifeforms. 

1978 -- IN September 1978, scientist Paul Bennewitz discovers the activities of 

alien craft at Manzano Weapons Storage area outside of Albuquerque, New 

Mexico. Bennewitz submits a report called "Project Beta" to the government and 

is put under observation. He was allegedly subjected to three bouts with 
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electroshock treatment starting in 1979, then was left to be observed by both the 

government and the aliens with whom he had been communicating through his 

computer equipment. 

1979 -- In 1979, a conference on animal mutilations was organized by Senators 

Harrison "Last Man on the Moon" Schmitt and attended by Scientist Henry 

Montieth, who had just completed ten years of research on the subject. 

According to Schmitt's figures, economic losses from the mutilations totaled over 

2.5 million ANNUALLY. "Men In Black" are also in attendance. In October 1979, 

an altercation takes place between government scientists and military personnel 

and the resident aliens in the Dulce base. Sixty-six special forces personnel were 

killed. 

1980 -- In May, 1980, disks intrude again into the Manzano Weapons Storage 

Area in New Mexico. On August 8th, a disk was discovered by a Sandia guard 

next to a building containing HQ CR44 [nuclear materials]. On August 9th, a 

security officer checks down Coyote Canyon Road and discovers a disk. By 

November 1980, researcher Paul Bennewitz was still being monitored by the 

NSA. 

1983 -- FEMA implements standby legislation in a bill innocuously titled the 

"Defense Resources Act". The bill would SUSPEND the Bill of Rights, ABOLISH 

free enterprise, ELIMINATE privately owned property, and generally CLAMP the 

American people in a totalitarian vise. Section 202 of the bill, for example, allows 

the President to instantly confiscate any real estate or personal property "that 

shall be deemed necessary for national defense purposes". Section 501 authorizes 

the takeover of any industry the White House authorizes. Section 1213 outlaws 

all strikes. The standby legislation also includes "Censorship of Communications," 

which allows the president, whenever he "shall deem that the public safety 

demands it," to censor "communications by mail, cable, radio, television, or other 

means of transmission." The 'COG' [Continuity of Government] also exists. It is a 

secretive shadow government that is in place and ready to run the country (from 

underground bases like the Mt. Weather facility near Bluemont, Virginia. In 

reference to the 'Executive Orders' authorizing FEMA to violate Constitutional 

law in time of 'Emergency', we must ask: are these Executive Orders legal? True, 

many of these E.O.'s were written by presidents who were duly elected by U.S. 

citizens who trusted the media slant concerning these presidents who came after 
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John F. Kennedy, in spite of the fact that most of these were members of one-

world economic organizations like the CFR, TC, and BILDEBERGERS. However, 

WHAT IF the death of John F. Kennedy was part of a coup d'etat of the Executive 

branch of U.S. government as many, including the late Louisiana district attorney 

James Garrison, claimed? If this were the case then the entire Executive branch 

might be filled with ILLEGAL appointees, who may have been instrumental in 

authorizing illegal intelligence agencies, may have illegally given power that was not 

meant to be theirs over to the military-industrialists, and these elected "Chief 

Executives" -- many of whom happened to be the hirelings of corporacratic elitists 

who financed their political and media campaigns -- have violated the very 

foundations of the United States by establishing Executive Orders which violate 

the U.S. CONSTITUTION, THE BILL OF RIGHTS, and THE DECLARATION OF 

INDEPENDENCE. I'm sure that there are still many Americans who see these 

three documents as being the essence of AMERICA, and they fully believe in the 

words penned within the DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE to the effect 

that military force is justified, if necessary, to defend from all enemies foreign 

AND DOMESTIC the form of government that is patterned after the sacred 

contents of these documents.  

1985 -- ON August 5th, Scientist Paul Bennewitz observes the crash site of a 

US Black Delta ship in New Mexico. 

1987 -- In 1987, the "Dulce Papers" are first released. Data on five entrances to 

the Dulce lab is leaked, and the [secret-fraternal-corporate] government takes 

care of the leaks by destroying buildings and building new ones in odd locations 

for apparently no perceivable reason. On the 27th of November, groups of US 

Army rangers attempt and apparently bungle an attempt to enter a joint alien 

facility in New Mexico [apparently a continuation of the Dulce Wars which began 

in 1979]. In December, the CIA begins to contact everyone who was ever in its 

employ that ever had anything to do with the alien problem. A woman draws a 

picture of a black-mirrored spherical craft she says belongs to the National 

Security Agency. On the 14th of December, John Lear offers to host the MUFON 

Convention that would be held in Las Vegas in July of 1989. 

1988 -- Word comes from New Mexico to researchers that Los Alamos has 

developed an antimatter weapon, which allegedly will be used as a last resort "if 

the Greys cannot be pried away from the planet". The number of Greys on 
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[inside] Earth is estimated at 20 million. In December, Steven White [President of 

Bechtel Investments] dies. Bechtel has been heavily involved in underground 

construction and is the world's largest construction firm. Information comes forth 

that the intelligence agencies are distributing drugs to finance alien-related 

projects, which demand phenomenal amounts of money. 

1989 -- Data on Project Excaliber is released. The project is involved in 

developing a warhead that will penetrate 1000 meters of earth and then detonate. 

Useful for destroying underground bases. 

On May 14, 1989, Las Vegas channel 8 TV televises an interview with a 

government scientist [Robert Lazar] working at Groom Lake and Dreamland. The 

scientist openly tells of nine disks on the Nellis range; three of them are 

operational; the craft use antimatter engines; the Soviets were involved only up to 

a point. He won't talk about the aliens. Subsequently, the government scientist 

discovered that he has been the victim of a method of hypnosis known as "Orion 

Hypnosis". His life is threatened and his car is shot up in Las Vegas. 

On June 30, July 1st and 2nd, the MUFON Conference occurs in Las Vegas, 

Nevada. William Cooper, John Lear, William English, and Don Ecker speak to an 

enthusiastic crowd. The day before, on July 1st, William Moore and a disgruntled 

audience have a shouting match with each other. The audience is astounded when 

instead of the issues at hand, Moore uses his time to attack other researchers, 

specifically Paul Bennewitz. William Moore publicly admits he works for a 

government intelligence agency. 

On August 7th, US NEWS AND WORLD REPORT publishes material on 

"Americas Doomsday Project", detailing over 50 underground facilities that are 

for use during time of crisis. 

In September 1989, SEVERAL west coast radio talk shows begin avid discussion of 

UFO's, aliens and interaction with the US Government. The public discussion is 

now out of control!!! 

On September 23, 1989, a two-hour documentary is screened on Japanese 

television. Viewers are treated to the full spectrum of recent investigations, 

including underground labs, MJ-12, genetic facilities, the Kennedy murder, the 

voices of the astronauts on the shuttle talking about observing alien spacecraft, 

and EG&G scientist Robert Lazar talking about the disks at Groom Lake, and a 
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visit to Dulce, where residents tell of visits from the CIA. A CIA or MIB type is 

photographed following the Japanese team. His Colorado license plate is readable. 

On October 16th, word comes from researchers that the United States and the 

Soviet Union had a disagreement on the base on the far side of the Moon in 

which several US scientists were machine-gunned. This disagreement reflects the 

split between the US and Soviets detailed in the May '89 disclosure by a 

government scientist working at the S-4/DREAMLAND facility in Nevada [during 

which time the Soviets were kicked off the super-technology projects in Nevada 

and sent packing]. It is thought that this disagreement occurred in 1986 or 1987. 

[It is uncertain what connection if any this 'altercation' may have had with an 

alleged Reptilian/Grey take-over of an 'Alternative-2' base on Mars two years 

earlier in 1985, according to contactee Alex Collier]. 

On October 25, Congress works on legislation to make radio talk shows liable 

for statements made by callers in an effort to shut down talk radio programs, 

where UFO/Alien data is being avidly discussed. On October 26th, William 

Cooper goes on a radio station in Los Angeles and tells the listening public that 

President Bush is involved in the drug scene. The FCC attacks the talk show host 

the next day for "saying a bad word". Researchers speculate that the Secret 

Service, who allegedly terminated Sal Mineo during Reagan's administration 

because of an alleged homosexual tape they were concerned about, will seek to 

eliminate Cooper, that for some reason Cooper has now made himself 

expendable with this material involving the [former] President. 

On November 3rd, researchers announce their discovery that a security team 

code-named "Yellow Fruit" was started back during the Carter Presidency, and 

was part of the NSA. It has been periodically disbanded and has existed in one 

form or another since the Carter administration. Los Angeles radio talk show 

host Ken Hudnell announces his intention take a group to visit one of the ancient 

underground cities, which he says has an entrance 60 miles from Anaheim. 

Researchers discover the passive security frequencies at Groom Lake; 138.306 

and 407.550 and that a group codenamed Seaspray is involved with primary 

security in the area. Security forces then change the frequencies. 

On November 6th, Channel 8 in Las Vegas starts a two-week series on Area 51, 

animal mutilations, and the UFO coverup. On November 10, EG&G scientist 

Robert Lazar goes on television and tells what he knows about US disk 
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technology at S-4 in Area 51, including information about 9 US disks, antimatter 

reactors, and mind control for S-4 scientists. 

On November 19th, an electrical worker at Mercury, Nevada, calls the Billy 

Goodman radio talk show and describes tunnels 3000 feet under the test site that 

have stainless steel walls and elevators. He also describes small Grey bodies on 

gurneys being wheeled down the tunnels. 

On November 20th, a security guard on the Nevada Test Site describes his 

contact with a man in black that describes the whole alien scenario to him. The 

man has transparent eyelids. 

On November 20 and 21st, the national program HARD COPY televises two 

programs on UFOs. EG&G scientist Robert Lazar goes on radio on KVEG for 

three hours and answers questions over the 50,000-watt station. Another three-

hour session takes place Nov. 24th and 25th. Robert Lazar publicizes the name of 

his boss at Area S-4, tells that 22 people work at S-4, and how antimatter 

reactors work. Indications are that more people will be coming out of the 

woodwork to tell what they know up at Area 51. 

On November 25th, television station Channel 8 in Las Vegas televises a two 

hour special on UFOs, Area 51, S-4 and the UFO cover-up. It is revealed that 

some people who contacted Channel 8 had had their homes broken into in Las 

Vegas. 

During the week of Christmas, 1989, it was reported that there were a series of 

very large underground explosions in the area of the base at Dulce, New Mexico. 

A month EARLIER, animal mutilations began to pick up significantly. The last time 

these two events occurred in this order was when the government first 

discovered what the Greys were up to and they tried to go in and stop them. 

Over 60 Delta troops were killed in the process [in the initial military attempt 

against the base]. 

1990 -- On February 17, a Ukranian astronomer detects radio emissions near 

Altair [Aquila], which in ancient times was associated with reptilian creatures 

(Note: Some contactees speak of an 'unstable' alliance between 'Nordics' and 

'Greys' which has existed for a long period of time in the Altair system, as well as 

references to a large faction of collectist Greys who were in the process of 

arguing against the continued existence of humans in that and other systems, 
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which would apparently also include the sovereigntist humans in the Andromeda 

and Pleiadean constellations It is stated that some fascist human elements 

operating within the Montauk base at the northern tip of Long Island -- who have 

an established an agreement with the Greys to bring about a global dictatorship 

on earth -- were given the 'Stargate' coordinates to generate a time-space 

window using Montauk technology, directly to a particular planet in the Altair 

system in order to assist in the suppression of a resistance movement among 

some of the 'Nordic' type humanoids there. 

On March 3rd, Las Vegas UFOCCI chairman Stacy Borland and her brother were 

brutally murdered while at home. [Stacy was attempting to get information out 

about a group of Mercury, Nevada construction workers and electricians who 

claimed that some of their fellow workers had been abducted and were being 

held captive in a vast underground system there]. On March 8th, the final 

destruction of the 4th amendment of the U.S. Constitution takes effect very 

quietly behind the scenes. Now the authorities need no warrant or probable 

cause to break into a person’s home and perform any action they think fit. 

Suspicion is sufficient. 
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UFO Crashes 

 

Here are some UFO crashes that you might not have been aware of: 

List #1 

Unknown -   Beaver Oklahoma (ancient crash site still believed by some to be 

buried under Sand Hills of Beaver State Park) Bodies Unknown 

Unknown -  Steppes Mountains (ancient crash sight.) Some wreckage reported 

recovered in Arch. dig 1956 No Bodies 

August if 1897 Aurora, Texas 1 Body -buried in Local cemetery 

July 4,1947 Roswell, New Mexico 4 Bodies 

Feb 13,1948 Aztec, New Mexico 12 Bodies 

July 7,1948 Mexico, so. of Laredo 1 Body 

1949 Roswell, New Mexico 1 ET Living 

1952 Spitzbergen, Norway 2 Bodies 
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Aug 14,1952 Ely, Nevada 16 Bodies 

Sept 10,1950 Albuquerque, New Mexico 3 Bodies 

April 18,1953 S.W. Arizona No Bodies 

May 20,1953 Kingman, Arizona 1 Body 

June 19,1953 Laredo, Texas 4 Bodies 

July 10,1953 Johannesburg S. Africa 5 Bodies 

Oct 13,1953 Dutton, Montana 4 Bodies 

May 5,1955 Brighton, England 4 Bodies 

July 18,1957 Carlsbad, New Mexico 4 Bodies 

1961 Timmensdorfer, Germany 12 Bodies 

June 12,1962 Holloman, AFB, New Mexico 2 Bodies 

Nov 10,1964 Ft. Riley, Kansas 9 Bodies 

Oct 27,1966 N.W. Arizona 1 Body 

1966-1968 5 Crashes IN/KY/OH/ area 3 Bodies and Disc Intact 

July 18,1972 Morocco Sahara Desert 3 Bodies 

July 10,1973 NW Arizona 5 Bodies 

Aug 25,1974 Chihuahua, Mexico Bodies and Disc intact 

May 12,1976 Australian Desert 4 Bodies 

June 22,1977 NW Arizona 5 Bodies 

April 5,1977 SW Ohio 11 Bodies 

Aug 17,1977 Tobasco, Mexico 2 Bodies 

May 1978 Bolivia No Bodies 

Nov 1988 Afghanistan 7 Bodies 

May 1989 South Africa 2 ET Living 

June 1989 South Africa 2 ET Living Disc Intact 
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July 1989 Siberia 9 ET Living 

Sept 2,1990 Megas Platonos, Greece 

Nov 1992 Long Island, New York 

List #2 

This is a brief synopsis of UFO Crash reports and military retrievals from file 23. 
1. July 4, 1947 (Roswell, NM) Most famous of the UFO Crash cases and most 

thoroughly investigated. William (Mac) Brazel, a local rancher, reported hearing a 

loud explosion during the night of a thunderstorm. The next day Brazel found a 

debris field on his ranch. Word reached Major Jesse Marcel at the Roswell Army 

Air Field and he investigated. Marcel reported finding a debris field scattered over 

a mile. The material recovered from the debris included small beams with 

hieroglyphics on them; metal that was as light as balsa wood, but couldn't be 

dented with a sledge hammer, although flexible. The material would not burn. The 

scrap material was flown to Carswell AFB in Fort Worth. Witnesses have 

described a second site where the main body of the craft was found along with 

the bodies of its crew. 

2. Oct, 1947 (Cave Creek, AZ) Not much is known about this crash. There is still 

one living witness in Prescott, AZ. 

3. Mar 25, 1948 (Aztec, NM) Though still considered a hoax by most researchers, 

others have left the door open on this one. A new first-hand witness has been 

found in Las Vegas. Story is that a large disc said to be 99 feet in diameter came 

down in Hart Canyon and that a military recovery team was dispatched from 

Durango, CO. 

4. Mar 1948 (Socorro, NM) A second craft came down in this vicinity that was 

much like the Aztec craft according to an ex-army private. 

5. Aug 14, 1952 a disc crashed near Ely, NV, and 16 bodies were recovered. 

6. May 20, 1953 (Kingman, AZ) An engineer who reported this event said 1 or 2 

bodies were recovered. He rode a bus with darkened windows from the Nevada 

Test Site to the crash location. The disc was found embedded in the sand and 

canted at an angle. His job was to determine the disc's trajectory and velocity. 
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There have been rumors of additional crashes including a controversial report of 

a South African Mirage jet fighter shooting down a disc over the Kalahari Desert 

in Botswana on May 7, 1989. There are also reports of a disc crash in Chihuahua, 

Mexico on August 25, 1974 and one in Megas Platanos on September 2, 1990 in 

central Greece. Few of these reports have been investigated as thoroughly as 

Roswell, but that does not mean they should be dismissed. 

An FBI MEMO from March 22, 1950 alludes to 3 saucers recovered in New 

Mexico. This memo also states that it was believed that a radar station interfered 

with the saucers' control mechanisms causing them to crash. If that is true, then 

such a discovery would suggest the idea of a weapon that could be used to bring 

saucers down. 

7. In Beaver Oklahoma crash site (alleged) believed to be the cause or effect of 

phenomena known as the "Beaver Sands Portal." A supposed dimensional door 

way to other worlds first experienced by native Americans of the area, and then 

white men starting with Coronado's Expedition who camped near the sand dunes. 

Green light and eerie sensations on the skin mark this experience, along with a 

small number of disappearances in to the Portal spread out over the last 4 

centuries. 

List #3 

Here is another file of researched crashed disks: 
April 17, 1897 - Aurora, Texas 

A mysterious airship is said to have crashed in this town, exploding into many 

small fragments. Reportedly, the occupant was child-size and greenish, and the 

craft contained papers covered with hieroglyphics. The pilot's body is supposed to 

be buried in the local cemetery. Although the case was widely regarded as a hoax, 

new investigation brought to light a peculiar alloy that was eventually analyzed by 

the McDonnell Aircraft Company. 

Dec. 22, 1909 - Chicago 

Six years after Kitty Hawk, newspapers from New York to Chicago were 

astounded by national reports of a huge airship flying across the nation and seen 

by thousands. It crashed west of Chicago, but was never found. The story was 

front-page news in the nation's major newspapers. 
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1933 or 1934 - Ubatuba, Brazil Witnesses on a beach are said to have seen a disc 

dive and explode, showering the area with silvery fragments of highly pure 

magnesium. 

May, 1947 - Spitzbergen, Norway 

A report by journalist Dorothy Kilgallen stated that British scientists and airmen 

were excavating the wreckage of a mysterious flying ship. The Swedish military 

acknowledged its extraterrestrial origin and reported 17 bodies were found. The 

story appeared as a tiny blip for only one day in the U.S. news media before it was 

silenced by the military. I personally saw this news story years ago. 

July 2, 1947 - Roswell, New Mexico 

The most famous and thoroughly investigated by journalists, this is the crash that 

launched Majestic-12. It was the first and only time the U.S. government publicly 

admitted it had recovered a crashed flying saucer. Within hours, the craft was 

whisked off to Wright-Patterson AFB and a new cover story emerged, claiming it 

had been only a weather balloon. In recent years, the officer responsible for that 

cover story has recanted. Three or four humanoid bodies were recovered; one 

was alive for a short time. 

February 13, 1948 - Aztec, New Mexico 

Three radar units tracked a falling UFO. Secretary of State George C. Marshall 

requested a search party be dispatched from Camp Hale in Colorado. A 

helicopter team found a crashed 30-foot disc 12 miles northeast of Aztec and 

recovered 2-12 badly burned humanoids. The disc is stored in Hangar 18 at 

Wright-Patterson AFB near Dayton, Ohio. 

August 1948 - Laredo, Texas 

Four officers witnessed the crash of an object and the recovery of bodies 38 miles 

south of Laredo, Texas, in Mexico. The information came from an NBC affiliate in 

Chicago, who received it from a source in Army security. 

August 19, 1949 - Death Valley, California, 

Two prospectors named Mace Garney and Buck Fitzgerald claimed to have 

watched an object crash in the desert. It was a 24-foot disc. The story appeared 

on page 13 of the local Bakersfield newspaper the next day. 
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April 1950 - Argentina 

Mr. E.C. Bossa found a strange disc and four small dead pilots in a remote region 

of Argentina. He returned with a friend the next day and found only a pile of 

warm ashes. A cigar-shaped object was seen briefly as it flew overhead at a high 

altitude. 

1953 - Brady, Montana 

Mr. C.M. Tenney, returning from Great Falls to Conrad, saw an oval object that 

followed his car while balls of fire fell all over the road. Later that day he was 

phoned by a colonel from Malmstrom AFB who asked him to come to the base at 

10 a.m. the next day. He was escorted to a windowless room inside a fenced-off 

compound and asked to sign a statement. While doing so, he says he saw two 

men carrying large laundry bags containing humanoid bodies. 

May 21, 1953 - Kingman, Arizona 

A USAF veteran claims to have participated in the recovery of a crashed 

aluminum-like disc impacted 20 inches into the earth. It was oval, 32 feet wide. 

Inside were two swivel chairs, an oval cabin and numerous instruments. One 4-

foot-tall occupant was recovered, dead. It had a dark brown complexion and 

wore a silvery metal suit with no helmet. The witness' affidavit was released by 

respected UFO researcher Ray Fowler in UFO Magazine, April 1976. 

Mid-1950s - Birmingham, Alabama 

When a disc crashed near Birmingham, the area was cordoned off and humanoid 

bodies were flown to Maxwell AFB, according to a man who claims to have flown 

the helicopter with the bodies to a waiting aircraft. 

Spring 1954 - Mattydale, NY 

In this suburb of Syracuse, at 3 a.m. on a Sunday, an information specialist and his 

wife saw a 20-foot-wide object being examined on the ground by several men 

who were taking pictures. The next day an officer told them the event was a 

military secret. Later, police denied the whole incident ever took place. 

1959 - Frdynia, Poland 

An object was reported to have fallen into the harbor. Divers recovered pieces of 

shiny metal, which was examined by the Polytechnic Institute and Polish Navy. 
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Some material was reportedly lost. Several days later a small humanoid was found 

on a nearby beach; its remains were sent to the Soviet Union. 

March 1960 - New Paltz, NY 

Local law enforcement authorities captured a small humanoid outside his craft 

while two copilots escaped. The alien was turned over to the CIA and died 28 

days later. 

January 1967 - Southwest Missouri 

A Mr. Loftin found a 40-inch disc and gave it to the U.S. Testing Company for 

analysis. 

November 9, 1974 - Carbondale, NJ 

A glowing object fell into a small lake outside town. Three teenagers saw it fall at 

7:30 p.m. on a Saturday. They observed a yellow-white glow under the water that 

shifted to a point 25 feet offshore. The boys were kept in a police car for three 

hours while a number of vehicles with floodlights and cranes removed a disc-

shaped object and put it into a van. The following Monday, a railroad lantern and 

battery were recovered from the lake and officials called the whole thing a hoax. 

Hoax? Or cover story? 

May 17, 1974 - Chili, NM 

An Air Force team allegedly removed a 60-foot-wide metallic object from an 

impact area and moved it to Kirtland AFB. 

May 6, 1978 - Padcaya, Bolivia 

A large luminous object crashed on a 13,000-foot mountain. An expedition of 

soldiers and scientists was dispatched to the site, but was delayed by bad weather. 

They found nothing. 

1978 - Soviet Union 

After a collision with a Soviet fighter plane, a disc-shaped object fell into the 

ocean off Finland, where it was recovered with humanoid bodies - by a Soviet 

salvage team. 
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Are Many of the UFO Sightings Today Actually Ours?  

 

Could most UFO sightings be caused by advanced anti-gravity military aircraft? 
Anti-gravity technology is here now! The TR-3B for example is triangle-shaped, 
can move at incredible speeds and is difficult to be detected by 
radar.  Sightings of this unit are increasing all around the globe. 
 

This is not official however…yet 
“It doesn’t exist officially…It uses highly pressured mercury accelerated by 

nuclear energy to produce a plasma that creates a field of anti-gravity around the 

ship. Conventional thrusters located at the tips of the craft allow it to perform all 

manner of rapid high-speed maneuvers along all three axes. 

Interestingly, the plasma generated also reduces radar signature significantly. So 

it’ll be almost invisible on radar & remain undetected. This literally means that it 
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can go to any country it likes without being detected by air traffic control & air 

defense systems.” 

The triangle-shaped aircraft has been shrouded in conspiracy and made famous 

during the “Phoenix Lights” incident, in which over 700 people witnessed a 

boomerang shaped object floating in the sky over Phoenix, Arizona. 

Governor Fife Symington III requested information from the commander of Luke 

Air Force Base, the general of the National Guard, and the head of the Arizona 

Department of Public Safety. But none of the officials he contacted had an answer. 

Frances Barwood, the 1997 Phoenix city councilwoman who launched an 

investigation into the event, said that of the over 700 witnesses she interviewed, 

“The government never interviewed even one” which may suggest that the 

United States Military is responsible for these UFO sightings. 

 

 

Another rumored unit is the TR-6 Telos 
The TR6 “TELOS” is designed for use as a transatmospheric, low observable 

reconnaissance platform with global reach and a long loiter time over target. 
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Employing active electromagnetic, electronic and visual camouflage it is able to 

penetrate all currently known defensive systems from trans-orbital height. 

The TR6 utilizes five electrogravitic generators for propulsion and is considered a 

“VTOL” craft not needing a runway. The landing gear is strictly for maneuvering 

while on the ground. The wings fold for hangar stowage. Currently there are only 

a handful of hangars in the world that can accept the TR6, with most of them in 

the US. 

The entire airframe acts as a multi-band communications relay capable of directly 

interfacing with all current US military satellite networks. The skin employs active 

visual camouflage using a ‘starfield’ lighting pattern along with other active stealth 

techniques. The TELOS platform is also capable of operating in space as well as 

docking with military space stations via a ventral docking hatch. 
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Signs of Possible Alien Abduction 

 

Jefferson Souza had alien contacts and abductions beginning at an early age. 
Many of us may also have had these experiences but we were unable to 
remember them for several reasons: Such as our mind is blocking or these aliens 
are blocking our memories of some or all of these experiences. This chart may 
be helpful. 
 

1 – LOST TIME: A period of time, from minutes to several days, in which you cannot 

recall what happened to you or what you have done. 

2 – UNUSUAL MARKS: On your body like scars, scoop marks, laser cuts in series on 

ankle, wrist or back. Any scars which you’re unable to explain where you got them 

from. 

3 – TAPPING OR HUMMING NOISES: Hearing these sounds upon odd occasion such 

as bedtime, just prior to sleep 

4 – BEING WATCHED: A feeling you get, during or just prior to sleep at night. 
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5 – SLEEPWALKING: You wake up in a different place from where you went to sleep 

and do not know how you got there.  

6 – SEEN A UFO: During your life you’ve seen UFO’s or seen strange lights in the sky.  

7 – NEED TO TRAVEL: A strange compulsion to walk or drive to another location 

without any explanation.  

8 – UNEXPLAINED MEDICAL PROBLEMS: Sudden illness, sinus problems, fatigue, 

migraines or rashes. 

9 – UNABLE TO SLEEP: You experience insomnia by way of nightmares, dreaming of 

UFO’s or being devoured by animals with large black eyes. (Usually associated with 

common wild animals such as owls, coyotes or wolves.) 

10 – IMPLANTS: Your physician or you discover small, strange object inside your body 

that cannot be explained. Common places are the hip, ankle, foot, nose or hand.  

11 – TERMINATED PREGNANCY: You become pregnant and within a few months the 

pregnancy is terminated, without any explanation or discharge. 

12 – SPERM SAMPLES: You believe you have had intercourse in the night or have had 

semen extracted from your body. 

13 – PSYCHIC ABILITIES: You suddenly feel as though you have obtained some degree 

of psychic ability without any explanation for it. 

14 – PARALYZED IN BED: Waking with immobility. For some reason you cannot move 

your body for a few seconds or minutes. 

15 – BALLS OF LIGHT: Flashes of light or beams of light glimpsed through the corner of 

your eyes or seen directly, head on in your bedroom at night. 

16 – DREAMS OF FLYING: Repeated dreams of having the ability to fly or of flying over 

your house or a familiar area. 

17 – STRONG MEMORY: A very strong memory of something unusual such as floating 

through the air, lying upon an examination table, seeing a hypodermic needle or seeing a 

strange, skinny baby. 

18 - COSMIC AWARENESS: A sudden interest in ecology, environment, vegetarianism 

or you just become very socially conscious for no apparent reason in your adult life. 
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19 – YOUR MISSION: You become aware of a strong sense of duty, a mission in life. 

You have a compulsion to fulfill a task in life but you don’t know exactly what it is or 

why you have this feeling. 

20 – “SPECIAL”: You have a feeling that secretly, known only to yourself, you are 

special or chosen by someone, somehow. 

21 – UNEXPLAINED EVENTS: You have had occurrences in your life which you cannot 

understand or explain to anyone. 

22 – PSYCHIC: You have had the experience of knowing something was going to 

happen before it happened and then – it did happen! 

23 – EYE DREAMS: You remember dreaming about large eyes. Usually familiar wildlife 

animals such as deer, elk, moose, owl, wolf or coyote. All you remember about the 

dream are the unusually large eyes. 

24 – STARTLED: You awaken in the night, sometimes frequently, feeling a sense of 

panic or anxiety for no apparent reason. 

25 – PICTURES OF ALIENS: You have an aversion to looking at any picture or drawing 

of an alien, similar to the greys shown on the cover of the book: “Communion”. 

26 – FEARS OR PHOBIAS: You have inexplicable feelings of aversion to heights, snakes, 

spiders, large insects, certain sounds, bright lights, personal safety and/or a fear of being 

alone. 

27 – SPECIAL PLACE: You have a memory of a special place with spiritual significance 

when you were a youngster. 

28 – SELF-ESTEEM PROBLEMS: You have experienced that low worth feeling much of 

your life. 

29 – SEEN IN SLEEP: Someone with you, a partner, become paralyzed, motionless or 

frozen in time, especially at or during bedtime. 

30 – CRAFT OR ALIEN: You have someone in your life who claims to have seen a 

UFO, been abducted or has witnessed missing time. 

31 – BLOOD: You have had times when you found blood, or small drops of blood on 

your pillow with no explanation how it got there. 
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32 – UFO’S OR ALIENS: You have had an interest in these topics in your mind with no 

idea why. 

33 – AVERSION: You have an extreme aversion to talking, seeing or listening to any 

mention of the subject of UFO’s, aliens or abductions. 

34 – BEING WATCHED: You have the feeling you are being watched most of the time, 

especially at night. 

35 – SOLID OBJECTS: You have the feeling of having had your body pass through solid 

objects such as doors or windows. 

 

36 – FOG OR HAZE: You have seen fog or haze when it should not have been there. 

37 – NOSE BLEEDS: You have had nose bleeds at some time in your life without 

apparent cause or you have awoken with a nose bleed.  

38 – SORENESS: You awaken with soreness in your genitals which cannot be explained. 

39 – BACK OR NECK PROBLEMS: Your back aches without cause or you awaken with 

unusual stiffness in any part of your body 

40 – ELECTRONIC MALFUNCTION: Certain electronic appliances, (computers, digital 

watches, etc.) seem to malfunction in your presence with no explanation. Street lights 

going out when you walk under them or radio and television being affected when you 

walk by. 

41 – RINGING IN THE EARS: Frequent or sporadic ringing in your ears on just in one 

ear. 

42 – BEHIND YOUR EYE: A headache, especially in the sinus, or in just one ear. 

43 – MEDICAL PROCEDURES: Dreams of doctors doing medical procedures upon 

your body. 

44 – GOING CRAZY: Having the feeling that you are going insane for even thinking 

about these sorts of things.  

45 – PARANORMAL: Experiencing psychic or odd experiences including intuition. 

46 – COMPULSIVE/ADDICTIVE: This behavior either throughout your life or onset at 

adulthood.  

47 – URGE TO TAKE VITAMINS: Do you feel compelled to take more vitamins as the 

years pass? Do you feel somehow it is helping ‘replenish’ your body? 
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48 – AFRAID OF THE CLOSET: Have you ever been or are you now afraid of your 

closet or any closet in the house, having to make certain the door(s) are always shut? 

49 – SEXUAL OR RELATIONSHIP PROBLEMS: Have had or are having an odd feeling 

that you must not become involved in a relationship because it would interfere with 

something. 

50 – REMAIN VIGILANT: Fear that if you do not remain vigilant you will be taken away 

by someone. 

51 – DIFFICULTY TRUSTING: Have trouble trusting other people, especially authority 

figures such as doctors 

52 – DREAMS OF DESTRUCTION: Dreams about catastrophes such as the end of the 

world. 

53 – DON’T TALK: You have the feeling you should not talk about these things or that 

you are not supposed to talk about these things. 

 

54 – SLEEP AGAINST THE WALL: You feel you must have your bed against the wall. 

55 – LOCKING ALL DOORS: You double and triple-check locking up at night to 

prevent something or someone getting into your home.  

56 – CHILDREN OR PARENTS: Have talked about things on this list or you have heard 

them talk to others about things on this list. 

57 – NO SUCCESS: You have tried to resolve some of these problems in your mind but 

with little success. 

58 – NO RECALL: You have experienced many of these traits but cannot remember 

anything related to any abduction experience. 

59 – DREAMS OF FLOATING THROUGH WINDOWS 

60- DREAMS OF FLOATING IN A BEAM OF LIGHT 

61 – DREAMS OF ALIENS, DOCTORS AND OPERATIONS 

62 – COMPULSION TO BECOME A VEGETARIAN 

63 – COMPULSION TO STUDY ASTRONOMY 

64 - COMPULSION TO STUDY QUANTUM PHYSICS 

65 – EXPERIENCE SYNCHRONISTIC HAPPENINGS 

66 – EXPERIENCE BEING OUT OF BODY (OBE) 
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67 – EXPERIENCE FLASHBACKS – (Strange craft, conference, corridors, glowing-misty 

oval room with table, alien exam, instruments, babies, hybrid children, UFO sightings, 

etc.) 

68 – HAVE FEAR/WARINESS OF A CERTAIN PLACE   

69 – HISTORY OF FAMILY UFO EXPERIENCES 

70 – SEE SAME NUMBERS ON THE CLOCK LINED UP (Such as awakening at 1:11 

a.m. or 3:33 a.m.) 

71 – SEE HOODED FIGURES, STRANGERS DRESSED IN BLACK 

72 – AWAKE IN OTHER POSITION 

Examples of reported markings from alien abductions 
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(For Now!) 

 

 

 

But there’s more Blue Planet Project books available at: 

www.blue-planet-project.com 

http://www.blue-planet-project.com/
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More Books in the Blue Planet Project Series 

Check out the website: 

www.blue-planet-project.com/ 

http://www.blue-planet-project.com/

